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Innovations in the kajkavian dialect of Bednja  

W. R. Vermeer 

[Note on the 2009 version. This article appeared in Jan M. Meijer (ed.), Dutch Contributions to the Eighth 
International Congress of Slavists, Lisse: Peter de Ridder, 1979, 347-381. Layout apart, the present version 
reproduces the printed text faithfully, but a handful (appr. 15) of obvious typos and minor infelicities 
have been tacitly corrected and one or two inadequate glosses of dialect words have been replaced with 
others. In addition the page numbers of the original edition have been added, as in the following exam-
ple: “not |352| state”, meaning that “not” is the last word on p. 351 and “state” the first on p. 352. 
Where words were originally printed partly on one and partly on another page, page numbers have been 
put after them rather than in the middle, as in “unattested |104|” instead of *“unatte-|104|sted”.  
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0. Introduction 

Jedvaj’s description of the dialect of Bednja is by far the richest kajkavian dialect 
grammar to have appeared in this century (1956, henceforth referred to as “BG”). So 
far no attempts have been made to interpret Jedvaj’s material historically, apart from 
remarks by Pešikan (1963-4: 565-61), Ivić (1968: 59f, 62, 66f) and Junković (1972: 
200, 209f). In this article I shall try to reconstruct part of the changes the vowel sys-
tem and the accentual system of the dialect underwent in the period between the 
break-up of the Proto-Slavonic unity and the moment fixed by Jedvaj. In order to 
forestall possible misunderstandings I would like to point out that this article is not 
meant to contribute anything to the discussion on the controversial problem of the 
“origin of kajkavian”; facts from other kajkavian dialects will be adduced only if they 
cast light on the development of the Bednja dialect.1 

1. Vocalic features and stress in the Bednja dialect 

1.0 Introduction  

As is customary in Croat dialectology Jedvaj’s transcription is not phonemic. Whereas 
on the one hand it expresses some features that can hardly be distinctive, there are on 
the other hand features that, although distinctive according to Jedvaj, are not ex-
pressed by it.2 However, since Jedvaj, who is (or was) a native speaker of the dialect, 
uses his transcription in a very consistent way, I shall assume that there is a one-to-

                                                 
1 I am much indebted to prof. dr. C. L. Ebeling, prof. dr. F. Kortlandt and Miss J. Gvozdanović for their 
critical remarks on two earlier versions of this paper, finished in March and June 1976 respectively. 
2 For some other criticism of BG see below, sections 1.3 and 2.2. This criticism should not obscure the 
obvious fact that BG is a magnificent achievement, directly comparable with the very best products of 
the golden age of Croat dialectology (1880-1916). 
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one correspondence between his symbols and the vowel phonemes of the dialect, 
unless there are indications to the contrary.3 The system one arrives at in this way is 
shown in Fig. I (diphthongs and long vowels) and Fig. II (short vowels). Deviations 
from Jedvaj’s transcription and other problematical points are treated in the remain-
der of this section. |348|  

  ROUNDED+BACK   ROUNDED+FRONT  SPREAD 

HIGH  ū   ȳ ī 

HIGH → LOW   ye  ie 

MID   ō    ē 

LOW    ā  
Fig. I. Long vowels and diphthongs. 

 ROUNDED+BACK   ROUNDED+FRONT  SPREAD 

HIGH  u  y i 

MID   o  ẹ 

LOW   a  ȩ 
Fig. II. Short vowels (the third e has not been included). 

1.1 Stress, quantity, tone  

Jedvaj uses diacritics to indicate quantity, tone and the place of the stress. As his use 
of these diacritics is consistent and in general accordance with the traditions of Serbo-
Croat dialectology, there is hardly any room for misunderstandings. The main aber-
rant features of the transcription are described succinctly in a footnote: “Zbog nedo-
statka nekih znakova akut (˜) na y štampan je znakom ʹ. Duljina na diftonzima ispred 
naglašenoga sloga označena je sa dvije crtice (na svakom vokalu napose) mjesto jedne 
crtice preko oba vokala. Dugi silazni akc. (⁀) nalazi se samo na prvom dijelu diftonga, 
a na y nije uopće naznačen. Ni duljina na y nije naznačena. Prema tome, ako se u 
riječi nalazi y, a ta riječ nije označena akcentom, znači, da je ⁀ na y” (BG: 279). 

Leaving aside for the moment the various combinations of the grapheme y with 
diacritics, we can say that the place of the stress (which is distinctive) is indicated by 
means of ‶, ⁀ or ˜. Length is implied by ⁀, ˜ or ˉ, shortness by ‶ or the absence of any 
diacritic. 

Short vowels, long vowels and diphthongs do not occur freely in all positions (cf. 
BG: 283, Pešikan 1963-4: 557). Three possibilities have to be distinguished:  
                                                 
3 Like most dialect descriptions, BG has its share of obvious printer’s errors. Indeed, these are so numer-
ous as to add some uncertainty to the interpretation, because they cast doubt on the correctness of a 
number of deviant forms that, although they may be authentic, could also be explained as straightfor-
ward printer’s errors. I shall draw attention to such cases in the notes. It is curious that printer’s errors 
are much more frequent in the second part of BG (from p. 309 onwards) than in the first part. 
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(1) No restrictions, i.e., short vowels as well as long vowels and diphthongs are possi-
ble. This situation prevails in two positions, viz. (a) |349| in stressed syllables, and 
(b) in unstressed syllables immediately preceding the stressed syllable, provided 
the latter contains a short vowel and is not final. 

(2) Only long vowels occur. This situation is characteristic only of unstressed syllables 
immediately preceding the stressed syllable, provided the latter contains a short 
vowel and is final (contrast the situation described under (lb)). 

(3) Only short vowels occur. This possibility is found in all other positions, viz. in all 
unstressed syllables apart from those immediately preceding a stressed syllable 
containing a short vowel. 

There is a pitch opposition on long vowels and diphthongs in stressed syllables; ⁀ de-
notes the falling pitch, ˜ the rising pitch. 

As regards the grapheme y, there are only three possibilities, viz. ‶, ʹ and the ab-
sence of any diacritic. There is no reason to suppose that ‶ when combined with y has 
other than its usual value. As for ʹ, as we have seen, Jedvaj states explicitly that it 
means the same thing as ˜. When no diacritic is printed over y, there are three possi-
bilities: it may have to be read y̑ (stressed, with a long falling accent), ȳ (unstressed 
and long) or y (unstressed and short). According to Jedvaj it has to be read y̑ in forms 
that carry no diacritics at all. In these cases, which are very frequent, y is always the 
first part of the digraph ye, e.g. ryeg (297) ‘horn’, petyeki (295) ‘brook’ (ins. pl.),4 
which should be read ry̑eg, pety̑eki.5 An ambiguity arises only in unstressed syllables, 
because we do not know whether to interpret unstressed y as ȳ or as y. In this position 
y occurs either by itself (y) or as part of the digraphs ēy and yē. Jedvaj’s words leave 
no doubt that in the digraphs we have to read ȳ: ēȳ and ȳē. Now, the other high vow-
els u and i are nearly always short in unstressed syllables unless they form part of the 
digraphs ēī, īē, ōū, in which they are always long. There are no examples of unstressed 
ī. I have found only one example of unstressed ū, viz. dvonūis̯tȉm (327) ‘twelve’ (dat.); 
it is probable that in this example there is a connection between the appearance of 
unstressed ū and the fact of its being followed by i ̯(cf. below, section 1.2). Therefore, 
if y behaves like the other high vowels, it should always be read y rather than ȳ in 
unstressed syllables (unless, of course, if part of a digraph), with the possible excep-
tion of those cases in which it is followed by i ̯(or j), e.g. pyis̯tȉti (293, 315) ‘to let go’. 

1.2 o/ao/au, u/ou, y/ey, i/ei 

In Jedvaj’s material a number of long monophthongs are in complementary distribu-
tion with diphthongs, except when followed by j (or i)̯. |350| The monophthongs ap-

                                                 
4 Bracketed numbers refer to the corresponding pages of BG. Glosses are translations of Jedvaj’s standard 
Serbo-Croat glosses of the Bednja forms he gives. Unless stated otherwise, lists of examples are not meant 
to be exhaustive. 
5 This rule obviously does not include clitics, i.e. I assume that the form vy vȇyhe (327) ‘into the ear’ 
should not be read *vy̑ vȇyhe, just as it is no mȅste (329) ‘onto the place’ rather than *nȏ mȅste. The prepo-
sition vy ‘in, into’ is the only clitic that contains y. 
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pear under the rising tone, the diphthongs under the falling tone and in unstressed 
syllables. There are four such pairs, viz. o/ao (or, in nasal contexts, au, for examples 
of which cf. below, section 1.4), u/ou, y/ey and i/ei. Examples: pekõžam (285, 325) ‘I 
show’, mlõdi (285, 305) ‘young’ (long form) vs. pekāōzȍti (311)6 ‘to show’, mlȃod (285, 
305) ‘young’ (short form); rũk (300) ‘hand’ (gen. pl.) vs. rōūkȍ (284, 300, ‘id’ (nom. 
sg.), rȏuku (300) ‘id’ (acc. sg.); slýg (286) ‘farm-hand’ (gen. pl.), hýdi (286, 305) ‘bad’ 
(long form) vs. slēygȍ (286, 321) ‘farm-hand’ (nom. sg.), hȇyd (286, 305) ‘bad’ (short 
form); pĩlo (285, 313) ‘having drunk’ (fem. sg.), mĩto (285) ‘bribe’ (nom./acc. pl.) vs. 
pȇil (285, 313) ‘having drunk’ (msc. sg.), mēītȅ (285, 99) ‘bribe’ (nom./acc. sg.). Since 
the diphthongal character of ao (au), ou, ey and ei is predictable, I assume that it is 
not distinctive, so that in a phonemic transcription we could write /pȩkõžam, mlõdi, 
pȩkōzȍti, mlȏd, rũk, rūkȍ, rȗku, slỹg, hỹdi, slȳgȍ, hyd̑, pĩlo, mĩto, pȋl, mītȩ/̏.7 In this 
interpretation the dialect has only two real diphthongs, viz. /ye/ and /ie/, cf. myest 
(286, 97, 320) ‘bridge’, kýelo (286, 99) ‘wheel’ (nom./acc. pl.), ryēsȍ (286, 302) ‘dew’; 
vȋetre (295) ‘wind’ (loc. sg./pl.), pĩeklu (287) ‘hell’ (loc. sg.), pīēskȍ (286) ‘sand’ (gen. 
sg.). I shall not go into the question as to whether or not these sounds have to be in-
terpreted as sequences rather than unit phonemes; they will be treated as unit pho-
nemes in the sequel. 

When j/i ̯or a cluster containing j/i ̯ follows, the situation is different. In this posi-
tion we find u rather than ou even under the falling tone, cf. jedenȗis̯t (309) ‘eleven’ 
(and other examples of numerals in nȗis̯t on the same page), bedlȗin̯ski (292) ‘Bednja’ 
(adj.), gibȗnjico (283, 301) ‘kind of cake’, Štefȗnjke (281) ‘Štefanko’ (proper name).8 
Since ou does not occur in this position these examples do not force us to regard u and 
ou as representing two different phonemes. Examples of unstressed ū/ōū in the rele-
vant position are very rare, cf. dvonūis̯tȉm (327) ‘twelve’ (dat.) vs. Štefōūnjȅc (281) 
‘Štefanec’ (proper name), nogōūnjȍti (317) ‘to pursue’, nogōūnjȍl (328) ‘having pur-
sued’. These forms provide insufficient evidence for assuming an opposition /ū/ vs. 
/ou/, because of the uncertainties connected with them: (1) the clusters nj and is̯t may 
not have the same influence on the realization of a preceding /ū/, (2) ōū could be a 
realization of the “heavy archiphoneme” /ō/, cf. below, section 1.4, (3) dvonūis̯tȉm, 
being isolated, could be a printer’s error instead of *dvonōūis̯tȉm. 

As regards the pair o/ao the situation is more complicated. Under the falling tone o 
is most frequent, cf. nȏj (310, 22, 25-30) ‘let’ (particle with the meaning of standard 
neka), kȏj (308, 20, 22-30)/kȍj (312, 23) ‘what’, kȏjti (320, 25-8, 30) ‘because’, zȏjec 
(296, 327-8)/zȍjec (288) ‘hare’, zȏjco |351| (328) ‘id’ (gen./acc. sg.), zȏjcu (328) ‘id’ 

                                                 
6 The form pekāōzȁti (285) is probably a printer’s error, cf. also kāōzȍti (322), pekāōzȍli (325). 
7 The form kȏkti (320) ‘as’ (the only example in which a long falling o is not followed by j/i ̯or a cluster 
containing j/i)̯ must be a printer’s error. It is better attested with a short o: kȍkti (325 2x, 326), cf. also 
the short vowel in kȍk (322 5x, 326, 328 2x) ‘how, as, than’. 
8 Bedljȗnčun (292) ‘man from Bednja’ should probably be read *Bedljȗin̯čun, cf. its more modern synonym 
Bednjuin̯čum (324) (nom. pl., judging by the gloss ‘Bednjančani’), a form that in its turn contains two 
obvious printer’s errors and should be read *Bednjȗin̯čuni. 
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(dat. sg.), zȏjcem (328) ‘id’ (ins. sg.), zȃjca (324) ‘id’ (acc. pl.),9 lȏjbec (296) ‘waist-
coat’, skrȏjnjico (301) ‘pokrajna daska na krevetu’ (Jedvaj’s gloss), krȏju (328) ‘end’ 
(loc. sg.), tkȏj (318) ‘weave’ (imp.), dȏj (317) ‘give’ (imp.), dȏjta (317) ‘id’ (imp. pl.), 
dȏjma (317) ‘let us give’, trȏjoti (316) ‘to last’, tokȏj (320) ‘also, too’, rȏjši (322) 
‘rather’, zȏdnji (304) ‘last’, nozȏdnje (320) ‘in the end’, zȏdnjico (301) ‘back side’. 
However, there are a few examples with ao, cf. krȃojo (293) ‘theft’, krȃojen (312) ‘sto-
len’, svȃojo (293, 301) ‘quarrel’, pesvȃojen (293, 312) ‘on bad terms’, mlȃoji (293, 306) 
‘younger’. There are two curious things about this. Firstly, fluctuation within one form 
does not occur, despite the large number of examples. This practically rules out the 
idea that o and ao are in free variation when followed by j. Secondly, ao is found only 
if the j it precedes reflects Proto-Slavonic *d' (<earlier *dj) and is immediately fol-
lowed by a vowel, whereas o occurs in all other cases, e.g. if it precedes the reflex of 
*j, but also if it precedes the reflex of *d' if the latter is not followed by a vowel, cf. 
rȏjši and perhaps tokȏj. In other words, the distribution of ojV and aojV appears to 
reflect the distinction between *ajV and *ad'V. Either there is an opposition between 
/ō/ and /ao/ or there are two jlike phonemes, each with a different influence on the 
realization of a preceding /ō/. This can only be solved with the help of a native 
speaker of the dialect. I shall assume quite arbitrarily that the latter possibility (two 
jlike phonemes) is true.10 In pretonic syllables most examples have ao, cf. nopāōjȍti 
(317) ‘to water (cattle)’, vzgāōjȍti (317) ‘to bring up, rear’ (with j <*j) shāōjȍti (318) 
‘to come down, set’, vgāōjȍti (293) ‘to satisfy, please’, pesāōjȁn (312) ‘planted’ (with j 
<*d'). There is one example with ō, viz. jōjcȅ (299) ‘egg’. The ō of this example can be 
ascribed to its position before a cluster beginning with j (rather than a single j as in 
the other examples, cf. the case of rȏjši discussed earlier in this section). 

1.3 The grapheme e  

As Jedvaj states unambiguously, the grapheme e expresses three different sounds (BG: 
283). Firstly, there is an e, pronounced “kao štokavsko” (my /ẹ/), which reflects 
Proto-Slavonic *ě or stressed jer in strong position. Secondly, there is an “otvoreno” e 
(my /ȩ/), which reflects Proto-Slavonic *e, *ę or *o and has developed as an epen-
thetic vowel before early Serbo-Croat syllabic *r.11 Thirdly, there is a “kratak” e “bez 

                                                 
9 The a in zȃjca is probably a printer’s error (instead of *zȏjca), in view of the fact that all other examples 
of this word have o. 
10 Even if there is now a distinctive opposition between /ao/ and /ō/ before jV, this situation must have 
been preceded by one in which there were two jlike phonemes. Belić has reported the existence of a 
čakavian dialect with two jlike phonemes, the one reflecting *j, the other *d' (1914: 235). This report 
has never been checked. Yet another interpretation is possible. It is remarkable that some Bednja exam-
ples with j< *d' have alternative forms with ñ, e.g. pesvȃoñen (293), mlȃoñi (293, 306), cf. also tȇyji/tȇyñi 
(293) ‘somebody else’s’. Maybe aojV is simply a realization of /ōñV/, in which case both mlȃoji and 
mlȃoñi are phonemically /mlȏñi/, whereas krȏju is phonemically /krȏju/. 
11 On p. 312 Jedvaj three times uses the symbol ę, each time in the nt. sg. ending of the lparticiple: epȍlę 
‘having fallen’, pȍslę ‘having grazed’, grȉzlę (312) ‘having bitten’. Elsewhere this ending is always written 
e, e.g. epȍle (311), (pre)grȉzle (312), sȅkle (313) ‘having chopped, hewn’ and many other examples. I 
assume that in these forms ę has the same value as e, viz. /ȩ/. |378| 
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jasne glasovne kvalitete” (some kind of [ə]?), which reflects Proto-Slavonic strong jer 
(or epenthetic jer) in unstressed suflixal syllables (“u sufiksnom nenaglašenom 
slogu”). This description is insufficient in two respects. Firstly, it does not |352| state 
clearly enough in which forms this third e occurs, because the term “suffixal syllable” 
can be interpreted in more than one way. Secondly, it fails to account for unstressed 
strong jer (whether epenthetic or not) in stem syllables (as opposed to suffixal sylla-
bles), e.g. deskã (286) ‘plank, board’ (gen. sg.), nyefet (291) ‘finger-nail’. 

It is tempting to interpret this [ə] (if it is one) as not a phoneme at all. In the Bed-
nja dialect there is a tendency towards the elimination of the “fleeting e” in nominal 
paradigms, e.g. tȅrk (290, 97) ‘Tuesday’, yevc (287) ‘sheep’ (gen. pl.). One might as-
sume Jedvaj’s third e to be a non-phonemic [ə]like sound, inserted in clusters that 
would otherwise be difficult to pronounce, e.g. mlõdenjec (294, 296) ‘bridegroom’, 
phonetically [mlõdenjəc], phonemically /mlõdenjc/ (or perhaps /mlõdenc/, cf. below, 
section 2.2). However, this solution runs into difficulties when confronted with the 
facts. Bednja nouns with the suffixes corresponding to standard ovac and ivac in-
variably end in vec, e.g. tergyevec (296, 322) ‘merchant’, ložlȇivec (296) ‘liar’ etc. On 
any interpretation of Jedvaj’s rule these forms should contain the third e, which, how-
ever, can hardly be non-phonemic here, because it is perfectly possible for a Bednja 
word to end in vc, cf. the form yevc quoted just now. lt is obviously impossible to 
solve this problem without the help of a native speaker of the dialect; I am going to 
disregard Jedvaj’s third e in the sequel, because its properties are so imperfectly 
known that any attempt to account for it either synchronically or diachronically 
would be speculative.12 

1.4 o and u in nasal contexts 

The nasal consonants m and n tend to affect the opposition between preceding o and 
u. If Jedvaj’s material is representative, the situation is rather complex. Three cases 
have to be distinguished, depending on tone, quantity and stress.  

(1) Rising o does not occur in the position before a nasal. We find u instead, even 
when we expect *o on historical grounds (as the reflex of *a), e.g. brũnja (285, 99) 
‘harvest’, stũne (285) ‘dwelling, home’ (loc. sg.), strũn (285) ‘side’ (gen. pl.), slũno 
(285) ‘salt’ (adj., short form fem. sg.), srũmni (285) ‘disgraceful’ (long form), lũni 
(320) ‘last year’, lũin̯ski (294)/lũnjski (304) ‘last year’s’, klúnjec (295) ‘rift, fissure’ 
(gen. pl.),13 klũncev (295) ‘id’, Cigũn (296) ‘gipsy’, dũm (317) ‘I give’, dũn (317) 
‘given’, predũn (311) ‘sold’, zvũn (311) ‘called’, brũnim (316) ‘I defend’ etc. I as-

                                                 
12 There are several other kajkavian dialects with a deviating reflex of strong jer in those positions in 
which it alternates with zero, e.g. (a) Virje: ъ or zero vs. the regular reflex e, cf. Fancev 1907: 316-20, (b) 
Gornja Stubica: ə or zero vs. ẹ or e, cf. õtəc (Jakoby 1974: 38) ‘father’, dȏužən (o.c. 40)/dȏužn (o.c. 40, 47) 
‘indebted’, alongside forms with ẹ, cf. õtẹc (o.c. 40, 43)/ȍtẹc (o.c. 237) (Jakoby’s transcription has been 
slightly simplified in these examples), (c) Prodindol: a vs. the regular reflex e, cf. Rožić 1893-4 I: 72f. 
This phenomenon merits a closer investigation. 
13 The form klúnjec must be a printer’s error instead of *klũnjec. lt is the only example in which the dia-
critic ˊ appears on another vowel than y, cf. above, section 1.1. 
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sume that the opposition between /ō/ and /ū/ is neutralized in this position and 
that the archiphoneme is realized [ū]. 

(2) Under the falling tone and in pretonic syllables the situation is |353| different. The 
regular reflex of *ǫ and syllabic *l is ou (/ū/), cf. čōūmȅti (314) ‘to be ill’, bȏum 
(307, 10, 11, 20, 24, 25, 29) ‘I shall’, bȏuma (310, 11, 22) ‘we shall’, žōūnȍ (289, 
302) ‘woodpecker’, pȏuni (289) ‘full’ (long form), kōūnȁm (289, 310, 13) ‘I am 
swearing’, sȏunce (289, 99, 326) ‘sun’, vōūnȍ (289) ‘wool’, Hȏum (289) (micro-
top.). The reflex of *a is less unified. Many examples have au, e.g. stȃun (285) 
‘dwelling, home’, slȃun (285) ‘salt’ (adj. short form), sāūmȅc (285) ‘bachelor’, 
srȃum (285) ‘shame’, znȃum (285, 310) ‘I know’, imȃunja (285) ‘possession, prop-
erty’, pȃumuk (291) ‘spider’, zȃu ma (306) ‘for me’, sȃum (308, 22) ‘alone, oneself’, 
kāūnȉti (316) ‘to intend’. However, ou is just as frequent, cf. dlȏun (303) ‘palm (of 
hand)’, predōūnȍ (311) ‘sold’ (fem. sg.), srōūmȅti sa (314) ‘to be ashamed’, brōūnȉti 
(316) ‘to defend’, mōūmȉti (316) ‘to bait, lure’, tōūncȍti (316) ‘to dance’, nopȏumet 
(320) ‘by heart’. In some cases both au and ou are attested, cf. strȃun (285, 
326)/strȏun (303) ‘side’, klāūnjȅc (294)/klōūnjȅc (295) ‘rift, fissure’, dāūmȁ 
(317)/dōūmȁ (310) ‘we give’, Frȃunc (324)/Frȏunc (297) ‘Francis’ (proper name), 
cf. also hrōūnȉti (316, 23) ‘to feed’ but xrāūnȉli ‘having fed’ (msc. pl.) in Ivšić’s 
short Bednja text (1936: 86).14 It is clear from this that the opposition is not com-
pletely neutralized. If it were we could expect examples with au < *ǫ or syllabic 
*l, e.g. *sȃunce ‘sun’ (the absence of such examples can hardly be due to chance). 
On the other hand the examples suggest that au (/ō/) can be replaced by ou (/ū/). 
I assume therefore that the feature MID, which differentiates /ō/ from /ū/, is op-
tional in the position under consideration, so that /ō/ is, in Ebeling’s terminology, 
a “heavy archiphoneme” (1967: 136). 

(3) In short syllables the situation is again different. Nearly all examples have u, even 
when we expect o on historical grounds (as the reflex of *a), e.g. slȕmo (284, 301) 
‘straw’, jȕmo (284, 301) ‘pit, hole’, kȕmen (284) ‘stone’, sȕme (284, 320, 22, 24, 
26-9) ‘only’, rȕma (285) ‘shoulder’, rȕno (301) ‘early’, vrȕno (285, 301) ‘crow’, pĩ-
tunja (285) ‘question’, Ēīvȕn (285, 98) ‘John’ (proper name), pȕmet (288, 303) 
‘common sense’, kȕm (290, 319, 27, 29) ‘where’ (implying a direction), Krȍpinčun 
(296) ‘man from Krapina’, žgunjȉco (294, 301) ‘alcoholic drink’, ȕm/um (300) 
‘dat. pl. ending of āstem nouns’, vȕm (306) ‘you’ (dat. pl.), ȕmi/umi (300) ‘ins. 
pl. ending of āstem nouns’, vȕmi (306) ‘you’ (ins. pl.), pesȋejuno (312) ‘sown’ (fem. 
sg.), etc. We find o only in pȍmučino (291) ‘cobweb’, stonyvȍti ‘to live, dwell’ and 
(frequently) in the present tense endings om and oma, e.g. kȅpom, kȅpoma (310, 
16) ‘I am/we are digging’, alongside a few examples with u, viz. dȋeluma (286) ‘we 
are working’, spemĩnuma sa (286) ‘we are talking’, nȅmum (290, 323, 29) ‘I have 
not’, nȅmuma (290) ‘we have not’. (However, the u of spemĩnuma and nȅmum(a) is 
probably due to the |354| preceding rather than the following nasal, cf. below, 

                                                 
14 I have simplified Ivšić’s transcription. For the uncertainties connected with examples like klōūnjȅc cf. 
above, section 1.2. 
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end of this section.) If we assume that the opposition is optional, with /o/ as a 
“heavy archiphoneme”, then it is curious that o predominates in one particular 
type of examples, while being virtually absent elsewhere. It is more likely that the 
opposition used to be neutralized in the past and was restored only a compara-
tively short time ago. In that case the o of kȅpom(a) is due to levelling within the 
paradigm, cf. the other forms of the present tense kȅpoš, kȅpo, kȅpota, kȅpoju (310, 
cf. 316). The o of pȍmučino and stonyvȍti can be attributed to the /ō/ of pȃumuk 
(291) ‘spider’ and stȃun (285) ‘dwelling, home’. 

Nasal consonants do not in general seem to affect the opposition between following 
(rather than preceding) o and u. There is one solitary example of fluctuation, viz. the 
long form of the adjective meaning ‘small’: mȃuli (285) (nom. sg. msc.) and mȃula 
(326) (acc. pl. msc.) with /ō/ vs. mȏuli (305, 25) (nom. sg. msc.) and mȏula (326) 
(gen. sg. fem.) with /ū/. Furthermore, there are some examples of u instead of o as 
the reflex of *a preceded by a nasal consonant, viz. mȕl (305) ‘small’ (short form, 
nom. sg. msc.), mȕle (284, 85, 321) ‘id’ (short form, nom./acc. sg. nt.), premȕle (320) 
‘too little’, ȅnuk (290, 320) ‘in that way’, gnȕti (285, 94) ‘to chase’,15 znȕti (285, 310, 
17, 27) ‘to know’, nȁ znu (282, 322, 27) ‘he/she/it does not know’, znȕli (322) ‘having 
known’ (nom. pl. msc.), ȉmuš (330) ‘you have’, ȉmu, ȉmuju (327) ‘he/they has/have’, 
nȅmu (290, 328) ‘he has not’, nȅmuš, nȅmuta, nȅmuju (290) ‘you (sg. /pl.)/they have 
not’, nȏuze (319, 21, 25, 28-30) ‘back’ (adv.), dvonȗis̯t (309, 27) ‘twelve’, dvonũis̯tu 
(327) ‘twelfth’ (acc. sg. fem.). In this position o is the more frequent reflex of *a, cf. 
mȍti (284, 300, 02) ‘mother’, žānȍ (285, 300) ‘woman’, slȕmo (284, 301) ‘straw’, vrȕno 
(285, 301) ‘crow’, vēīnȍ (321) ‘wine’ (gen. sg.), vrȅmeno (298) ‘time’ (gen. sg.), 
vremãno (298) ‘time’ (nom./acc. pl.), nȍs (306) ‘us’ (gen./acc./loc.), prȉ nos (311) ‘with 
us, in our house’, nȍš (307) ‘our’, mõ (307) ‘my’ (gen. sg. fem. and nom./acc. pl. nt.), 
štȉmoti (293, 316) ‘to think’, spemēīnȍti sa (317, 23) ‘to talk’, mȃoči (294) ‘pertaining to 
a cat’, mȍsle (299) ‘rendered butter’, zmȃuzun (304) ‘dirty’, nõruča (294) ‘embrace’, 
nȃobrol (321) ‘having gathered’, nȍgnuti (314) ‘to bend’, no (313-29 passim) (verbal 
prefix),16 etc. It is not easy to determine whether the examples with u < *a point to 
neutralization in a very restricted set of contexts (e.g. neutralization of the opposition 
/o/ vs. /u/ after clusters ending in n, between m and l,17 etc.) or constitute the rem-
nants of earlier neutralizations that have been lifted. I shall assume that the latter is 
the case, and that the long form of the adjective meaning ‘small’ is a doublet: /mȏli/ 
alongside /mȗli/. |355| 

                                                 
15 As far as segmental phonemes are concerned, Proto-Slavonic *gъnati ‘to chase’ has become homony-
mous with *gъnǫti ‘to bend’, cf. nȍgnuti (314) ‘to bend’. 
16 The form naprȃovi (324) ‘he makes’ must be a printer’s error, cf. noprȍviti (315, 21, 27, 30) (inf.), 
noprȍvil (326, 29) (msc. sg. of lpart.), noprȃovila (328) (fem. sg. of lpart.), noprȃovljen (320) (ppp, msc. 
sg. short form). 
17 This may not be as ad hoc as it sounds, cf. the u in dȋeluma (286) ‘we are doing’ vs. o in dȋelo (322) ‘he 
is doing’, kȅpoma (310) ‘we are digging’. 
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2. The development of the Bednja vowel system  

2.0 Introduction  

The kajkavian dialects appear to have quite a bit in common with respect to the de-
velopment of the vowel system. In recent years reconstructions of the development of 
the kajkavian vowel systems have been presented by Ivić (1968), Junković (1972: 
202-10), and Jakoby (1974: 116-31). Since Jakoby restricts himself largely to repeat-
ing Ivić’s views, I am not going to refer to him separately. As for Junković, he has 
built his reconstruction on the foundation of a very unorthodox theory of linguistic 
change, a discussion of which falls outside the scope of this paper.18 I shall refer to 
him only in so far as his reconstruction admits of an interpretation in terms of a more 
classical approach. 

2.1 A few mergers  

The following mergers are fairly straightforward and do not require a great deal of 
comment:  

(1) The mergers of *y with *i (> /i, ī/, cf. BG: 285) and strong *ъ with strong *ь (> 
/ẹ, ie/, cf. BG: 286f.). Both mergers must be due to the loss of the opposition 
FRONT vs. BACK in combination with the feature SPREAD. If the merger *ъ=*ь in all 
respects parallels the merger *y=*i, then its product must have been a spread 
vowel, probably (in view of the later developments) higher than *e and lower 
than *i. Strong *ъ and *ь did not merge after word-initia1 v, cf. vȋes (303) ‘village’ 
vs. vȇyš (287, 90, 303) ‘louse’, cf. below, section 2.5.19 

(2) At some moment *ě, which originally must have been lower than *e, turned into a 
vowel higher than *e and merged with the product of the merger of strong *ъ and 
*ь (cf. BG: 288). Ivić (1966: 379) and Junković (1972: 204) imply that the prod-
uct of the merger of strong *ъ and *ь first turned into a mid central vowel *ə and 
only then merged with the reflex of *ě. This is unnecessary. Indeed, the assump-
tion that the strong jer remained a spread vowel right up to the time when *ě was 
narrowed provides a motivation for the merger, viz. the simultaneous presence of 
two spread vowels between *i and *e. The development of strong jer into a central 

                                                 
18 The main difference between the traditional approach and the one Junković adheres to concerns the 
concept of sound law, which Junković is inclined to reject: “Slijepa sila glasovnih zakona ne objašnjava 
promjene u fonemskom sustavu. Njena je učinkovitost još manja na području akcenata” (1972: 183). For 
a detailed critical evaluation of certain aspects of Junković’s monograph I refer to Rigler 1976. 
19 In a few examples strong jer is reflected as if it were *a, cf. tȃost (287) ‘father-in-law’, lȃov (287) ‘lion’, 
lõvev (287) ‘id.’ (gen. pl.), lȃož (287, 303) ‘lie’, logȍti (287, 318) ‘to tell lies’, čȃost (287) ‘honour’, čõšću 
(287) ‘id.’ (ins. sg.). Most of these forms occur elsewhere in kajkavian, too, cf. Ivić 1968: 58. They have 
never been explained. Not only are they few in number, but at least two of them refer to bookish con-
cepts (“lion”, “honour”) and could be borrowings, which renders the task of accounting for the others 
even more difficult. There are also a few examples in·which strong jer is reflected as if it were *ę or *e, 
e.g. stāblȅ (287) ‘tree-trunk’ (which can have been influenced by its synonym dāblȅ (299)), lãih̯ki (305) 
‘light’ (long form). These forms will not be taken into consideration here. 
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vowel *ə, which took place not only in čakavian and the central dialects of Slo-
vene, but also in the westernmost kajkavian dialects (Krašić, Severin na Kupi, 
Draganići, cf. Ivšić 1936: 62, Ivić 1961: 197, 1968: 58) may very well be the 
product of a tendency to avoid the merger of the strong jer with the reflex of *ě.20 

(3) The merger of *ǫ with syllabic *l (> /u, ū/, cf. BG: 288f.), cf. below, |356| section 
2.4. In word-final position we find /u/ as the reflex of *u (which in all other posi-
tions is reuected /y, ȳ/, cf. BG: 286). The material is rather limited, cf. (a) the 
ending of the ostem dat. sg., e.g. kyēnjȕ (295) ‘horse’, sālȕ (298) ‘village’, (b) the 
ending of the ustem loc. sg., e.g. kýenju (295) ‘horse’, (c) the ending of the dat. 
sg. in the adj. and pron. declension, e.g. dýebremu (304) ‘good’, njȁmu/mu (307) 
‘him’, tȅmu (308, 25) ‘that’, kȅmu (308, 28) ‘who’ and countless other examples,21 
(d) the adverb *tu ‘here’, if in tȕj (326) ‘here’ and tuzdȃoke (319) ‘just now’ (<*tu-
s-da-kaj) we find the analogical introduction of the form regular in “unprotected” 
position, cf. the reverse phenomenon in ty̏ (319) ‘here’ with the y regular in ty̏j 
(319, 23, 927) ‘here’.22 

2.2 *e, *ę and *o 

Proto-Slavonic *o is reflected as /ye/ or /e/, depending on quantity, cf. BG: 283, 285f; 
*e and ę are reuected /a/, /ā/ or /ȩ/. Two problems arise in connection with these 
reflexes. 

Firstly, if Jedvaj is taken literally, there is sometimes an optional distinction be-
tween *e and *ę. After stating that in some positions the regular reflex of *ę is a, he 
writes: “Iza toga a čuje se kod nekih riječi i ̯glas, ali ne redovno, jer ga isti čovjek u 
istoj riječi jedamput izgovara, a drugi put ga izostavlja” (BG: 288). This is to some 
extent supported by the material, in which we find *ę often reflected as ai ̯when fol-
lowed by a dental or (more rarely) velar consonant (or a homorganic dental or velar 
cluster) which in its turn is followed by /i/ or /ẹ/, e.g. vzãit̯i (287)/zãit̯i (287, 90, 
313)/zãjti (329) ‘to take’, priãit̯i (288) ‘to receive’, zočãit̯i (288) ‘to begin’, pečãit̯i (313) 
‘to begin’, trãis̯ti (288)/trãsti (288, 312) ‘to shake’, nopãit̯i (313) ‘to stretch’, klãit̯i (310, 
13, 28) ‘to curse’, mãih̯ki (305) ‘soft’ (long form), žȁit̯i (288, 313) ‘to reap’, mȁih̯ek 
(305) ‘soft’ (short form), glāid̯'ȅti (288)/glād'ȅti (310, 14) ‘to 1ook’, jāiz̯ȉk (288, 98, 
326) ‘tongue’, svāit̯ȅk (288, 98) ‘saint’s day’, pāit̯ȅk (288, 98) ‘Friday’, pečāit̯ȅk (298, 
328) ‘beginning’, etc. In the same context *e is often reflected a, cf. jȁden (309, 23, 25, 
26, 28, 29) ‘one’, lātȅl (31 1, 14, 26) ‘having flown’, šāstȉm (309) ‘six’ (dat.). However, 

                                                 
20 The development of the syllabic *l in the čakavian dialects of the Quarnero archipelago suggests the 
existence of an *ə from strong jer (cf. Vermeer 1975: 155f.). In all those western dialects (whether Slo-
vene, kajkavian or čakavian) in which the short strong jer has yielded *ə, the long jer has merged with 
*ā. 
21 The form dýebremy (304) can hardly be anything but a printer’s error; not only is it isolated, against a 
large number of examples with u, but Jedvaj even gives dýebremu (with u) elsewhere in the same para-
digm (ib.). 
22 The same phenomenon occurs in the dialect of Trebarjevo, according to Radić, ZbNŽO 6 (1901), p. 
187, as quoted by Aleksić 1937: 31. 
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a few examples with ai<̯ *e contradict Jedvaj’s rule, viz. trãit̯i (293)/trãti (293) 
‘third’, Pȁit̯er (324)/Pȁiter (296) ‘Peter’ (proper name). Moreover, there are independ-
ent reasons for questioning the distinctiveness of the graphic opposition between a 
and ai ̯ in the position in which it appears in these examples. Jedvaj frequently indi-
cates some kind of palatal element before or after dental or velar consonants (or clus-
ters) that are preceded and/or followed by front vowels. There are countless exam-
ples, e.g. neis̯ȉti (284, 93, 315) ‘to carry’, zy̏it̯i (289) ‘to take |357| off (footwear)’, 
jȕin̯gel (290) ‘angel’, reid̯'ȉti (293, 94)/red'ȉti (315) ‘to give birth to’, mȅit̯iko (293)/
mȅjtiko (301) ‘hoe’, ȅis̯em (287, 93, 309) ‘eight’, heid̯'ȉti (293, 94)/hed'ȉti (284, 315) ‘to 
go’, ny̏id̯'iti (293)/ny̏d'iti (286, 89, 315) ‘to offer’, pyis̯tȉti (293, 315) ‘to let go’, čy̏id̯'iti 
sa (293) ‘to be surprised’, etc. This palatal element is expressed in a number of differ-
ent ways, and may be absent, cf. vȇid'im (325, 26)/vȇidim (314) ‘I see’, ȅisendesãt (291) 
‘eighty’, fčinjȉti (292) ‘to do’, ljȅte (288)/lȅte (299) ‘summer’, ȉstinjo (284, 94) ‘truth’, 
sȅnj (286) ‘dream’, sod'ȉti (294, 315) ‘to plant’, dȅjsti (320)/dȅis̯ti (326, 30) ‘enough’. 
These examples suggest that this non-etymological palatal element, rather than repre-
senting a separate phoneme or feature, forms part of the realization of the feature 
FRONT of (one of) the vowel(s) preceding and/or following the consonant or cluster 
involved. Now, examples of ȁi ̯< *ę (and *e) are found exclusively in those positions 
in which this non-phonemic palatal element tends to occur. Since, firstly, there exist 
counterexamples to Jedvaj’s rule, and, secondly, the graphic opposition between ai ̯
and a probably does not refiect a separate phonemic distinction in the positions in-
volved, I do not think there are sufficient grounds to assume that Proto-Slavonic *e 
and *ę are still optionally distinct in the Bednja dialect, cf. also mȁnji (294, 306, 11) 
‘me’ (dat.), mȁnje (306) ‘id.’, sȁd'em (287, 309) ‘seven’, sȁd'endesãt (291) ‘seventy’, in 
which a non-etymological palatal element is indicated in the consonant following an a 
< *e.23 

The second problem concerns the reflex of the product of the merger of *ę and *e 
in its relation to the reflex of *o. There are some positions in which both *o and the 
product of the merger of *ę and *e are reuected /ȩ/, cf. above, section 1.3. In discuss-
ing the reflex of *e, Jedvaj states: “Taj glas prelazi u a, ako je naglašen ili ako je dug. 
Ako u promjeni oblika izgubi akcent ili duljinu, vraća se u vrlo otvoreno e” (BG: 285) 
and he describes the distribution of the reflexes of *ę as follows: “E dolazi u kratkim 
nenaglašenim slogovima, a u ostalim slučajevima (pod naglaskom i duljinom) dolazi 
a” (BG: 288). These statements are not quite correct. True, /a/ and /ā/ are the regular 
reflexes of *ę and *e in stressed and long pretonic syllables, cf. šȃst (285, 309, 21) 
‘six’, zãlja (285) ‘cabbage’, pȃč (285) ‘oven’, mȃse (288) ‘meat’, rȃd (288, 97) ‘row’, 
rukã (300) ‘hand’ (gen. sg.), žȃtvo (288, 301) ‘harvest’, jȃtro (288) ‘liver’, plȁsti (285) 
‘to knit’, pēījȁm (285) ‘I am drinking’, svȁkervo (301) ‘mother-in-law’, včȁre (287, 319, 

                                                 
23 Ivić (1968: 66) rightly points out that Jedvaj’s own description of the matter (BG: 293) cannot be cor-
rect. Nevertheless, he takes Jedvaj’s remarks conceming *ę at face value, which involves him in a serious 
contradiction: if in the Bednja dialect *ę and *e have remained distinct (if only in certain positions), then 
the Bednja vowel system cannot be a linear descendant of the proto-kajkavian vowel system he has just 
reconstructed, because in that system *ę and *e have merged in *e (Ivić o.c. 66, 57). 
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21) ‘yesterday’, sȁzoti (288) ‘to try to reach’, storešēīnȁ (300) ‘chief’ (gen. sg.), telȁto 
(298) ‘calf’ (gen. sg.), kyēnjȁ (295) ‘horse’ (acc. pl.), žānȍ (285, 300, 25) ‘wife’, rešātȅ 
(285, 99) ‘sieve’, mātȁm (285) ‘I am sweeping’, pāčȁm (285) ‘I am baking’, tālȁ (288, 
98) ‘calf’, prādȁm (310, 12) |358| ‘I am spinning’, vāzȍti (288, 318) ‘to bind’, pātȍ 
(302) ‘heel’, grādȍ (302) ‘beam’, etc. The only exceptions are: lēīcȅ (299) ‘face’, jōjcȅ 
(299) ‘egg’, vōūžȅ (290, 99) ‘rope’. In these examples the “hard stem” ending e < *o 
has been carried over analogically to nouns in which we would expect the “soft stem” 
ending a < *e, cf. sālȅ (298) ‘village’. However, contrary to Jedvaj’s description, 
short /a/ is quite frequent in unstressed syllables. Three positions have to be distin-
guished:  

(1) In absolute final position a is the normal reflex, cf. žȍba (300) ‘frog’ (gen. sg., 
nom./acc. p.), pyelja (299) ‘lield’, vȇy sa (287) ‘into himself’, brȅma (288) ‘burden’, 
mȏuža (288) ‘husband’ (acc. pl.), vãža (310) ‘he binds’, dvyeja (309) ‘two’ (with 
pluralia tantum), mȇisla (310) ‘they are thinking’. We find e only in sȏunce (289, 
99, 326) ‘sun’ and sȅrce (289)/šȅrce (299) ‘heart’.24 These examples can be ex-
plained in the same way as lēīcȅ, cf. the regular ending a in myerja (299) ‘sea’, 
tȇrsja (299) ‘grape-vines’ (coll. pl.), vy̏leča (287, 99) ‘spring (season)’. 

(2) The reflex e is regular in posttonic syllables, absolute final position excepted, cf. 
pȕmet (288, 303) ‘common sense’, mȍter (300, 24) ‘mother’ (acc. sg.), zõjčev (328) 
‘a hare’s’ (adj.), pȅsteljo (301) ‘bed’, jȁzere (309) ‘thousand’, nȍ sebe (306) ‘on him-
self’ (loc. sg.), prȃden (312) ‘spun’, etc.25 There are three types of cases in which 
we find a, viz. (a) The present tense of everbs, e.g. vãžam, vãžas, vãžama, vãžata 
(310) ‘I/you (sg.)/we/you (pl.) bind’, cf. BG: 285. This is probably a matter of 
analogy; a is regular in the third person singular vãža (310) and in all forms of 
those verbs that have end-stress in the present tense, e.g. prādȁm etc. (310, 12) ‘I 
am spinning’. (b) The numerals dȁvat (309) ‘nine’ and dȁsat (285, 309, 21, 30) 
‘ten’. I do not understand these forms. The a may be due to the (unattested) ordi-
nal numerals *devãti ‘ninth’ and *desãti ‘tenth’, and to forms like čaterdesãt (309) 
‘forty’, cf. also below, section 3.5 (c) The isolated form čȁž njago (293) ‘through 
him’. This is due to the regular a in njȁgo (307) ‘him’ (gen./acc.). However, it is 
more probable that čȁž njago is a printer’s error; it is isolated, whereas njego is fre-
quent in this position, cf. ȅd njego (326, 28) ‘from him’, zȕ njego (326) ‘for him’, vy̏ 
njego (287) ‘into him’. 

(3) In short pretonic syllables e is the most frequent reflex of *ę and *e, cf. mesõr 
(297) ‘butcher’, veseljõk (297) ‘cheerful person’, česȍti (318) ‘to comb’, večȃrjo 
(294, 301) ‘dinner’, ležȍti (314) ‘to lie’, težõk (288) ‘farm labourer’, cf. especially 
the graphic alternation in bȁdost (282, 305) ‘foolish’ (short form) vs. bedȃosti (305) 

                                                 
24 The form šȅrce is perhaps a printer’s error. The only other example of š in a position in which one ex-
pects *s occurs on the same page: v šãlu ‘in the village’; it is probably a printer’s error, because the word 
sālȅ ‘village’ has always an s elsewhere, e.g. in the paradigm BG: 298. 
25 The isolated form pȃčan (313) ‘baked’ must be a printer’s error instead of *pȃčen. Elsewhere this end-
ing, if unstressed, always has e, e.g. krȃojen (312), nȃšen (312), pȃošen (312), dȇignjen (313), petãgnjen 
(314), etc. 
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‘id.’ (long form), nȁ mram (290, 321) ‘I cannot’ vs. ne vȅrjam (322) ‘l do not be-
lieve’, lātȅl (311, 14, 26) ‘having flown’ (msc. sg.) vs. letȋelo (311, 14) ‘id.’ (fem. 
sg.), However, there |359| are some examples with a in this position, and there 
are also instances of fluctuation between e and a, cf. matȍti (318) ‘to put’, svatȉti 
(315) ‘to consecrate’, valjȍti (316) ‘to be valuable’, spait̯ȉti (315) ‘to notice’, padesãt 
(309, 25) and the fluctuation in pradāmȁ, pradātȁ (310) vs. predāmȁ, predātȁ (312) 
‘we/you (pl.) are spinning’, našãn (312) ‘carried’, pradȃno (312) ‘spun’ (fem. sg.) 
vs. pečãn (313) ‘baked’, čaterdesãt (309) ‘forty’ vs. četȉri (309) ‘four’, jasȃni (307) 
‘autumn’, jazerȍčo (309) ‘thousand’, Jasenjã (323) ‘Jesenje’ (top.) vs. jesãnjski 
(304) ‘pertaining to the autumn (or to Jesenje)’, jezerȍčo (309) ‘thousand’, jezãr 
(309) ‘id.’ (gen. pl.).26 Since in this position there are no examples of a < *o, it 
seems most natural to suppose that in pretonic syllables the feature BACK, which 
differentiates /a/ from /e/, is optional in combination with the features LOW and 
SHORT, in other words, that pretonic /a/ is a heavy archiphoneme, cf. above, sec-
tion 1.4. Ivšić’s Bednja material supports this interpretation (1936: 86). As pointed 
out by Junković (1959: 190), Ivšić appears to distinguish between pretonic e < *o 
and ä < *ę/*e, cf. kesĩ ‘he is mowing’ vs. šänȉca ‘wheat’ (gen. sg.), šänȇična ‘per-
taining to wheat’ (gen. sg. fem.), täžāōkȍ ‘farm labourer’ (gen. acc. sg.), cf. in BG 
keis̯ȉti (315) ‘to mow’, pšenjȉco (301) ‘wheat’ (nom. sg.), pšenȉca (323, 30) ‘id.’ (gen. 
sg.), težāōkȍ (329). Ivšić’s ä can be explained as a realization of the heavy archi-
phoneme /a/, which removes the most important contradiction between Ivšić’s 
and Jedvaj’s material.27 

The results of this section can be summarized as follows: Proto-Slavonic *ę and *e 
have merged in all positions. The product of the merger of *ę and *e has merged with 
the reflex of *o in posttonic syllables, absolute final position excepted; the opposition 
has recently been restored (vãžama, dȁsat). In pretonic short syllables the distinction 
between the reflex of *o and the product of the merger of *ę and *e is optional (the 
heavy archiphoneme /a/ vs. /e/). In all other positions the opposition has been main-
tained, with /a/ or /a/ reflecting *ę and *e vs. /e/ and /ye/ reflecting *o. 

2.3 *u̯ò  

For the final phase of Proto-Slavonic Kortlandt reconstructs an opposition between a 
diphthong *uò̯ (from an earlier pretonic *o, which became stressed as a consequence 
of “Stang’s law”) and a short monophthong *ò (from an earlier stressed *o, which had 
carried the ictus all along or had received it as a consequence of “Dybo’s law”), cf. 
Kortlandt 1975: 13-9. This *uò̯ seems to be reflected in three different ways:  

                                                 
26 The forms zaprĩeti (313), zapevĩe (325), zapevȋetado (310) and zagrēīnjȍti (317) may be printer’s errors, 
cf. zoprĩeti (287), zopevīēdȍti (323), zopevȋedo (310) and countless |379| other examples of the prefix zo 
(e.g. 317, 325-30 passim, etc.). On naprȃovi (324) cf. above, note 16. 
27 The other contradiction, Jedvaj’s pšenȉca (with pš) vs. Ivšić’s šänȉca (with š), may not be as bad as it 
looks either, cf. in Jedvaj’s material the comparable doublet vzãit̯i (287)/zãit̯i (287, 90, 313)/zãjti (329) 
‘to take’. (In the examples from Ivšić 1936 the transcription has again been simplified.) 
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(1) /ye/ with rising tone. This is found in the stem-stressed forms of |360| “type b” 
nouns and in the long form of “type b” adjectives, cf. kýenju ‘horse’ (loc. sg.), 
kýenjev ‘id’ (gen. pl.), kýenji ‘id.’ (ins. pl.), kýenje ‘id.’ (loc. pl.) (all forms 295), 
stýelec (295) ‘chair’ (gen. pl.), dýebri (304) ‘good’ (long form). 

(2) /ye/ with a falling tone. This is found only in stem-stressed āstems in which “van 
Wijk’s law” applied, e.g. vyeljo (301) ‘will’. 

(3) /ȩ/. This occurs in the stem-stressed forms of “type b” verbs and in the remnants 
of the short form of the comparative, cf. mȅraš (292) ‘you can’, sȅlim (315) ‘I am 
salting’, sȅljen (315) ‘salted’, bȅlja (306, 22, 26) ‘more’ (adv.). 

This distribution is general in kajkavian (Junković 1972: 182, cf. Ivšić 1936: 72). 
If we assume that *uò̯ merged with *ō (retaining its rising tone) then the other re-

flexes can be explained as the products of analogy and levelling. The falling tone in 
vyeljo can be attributed to the influence of the other stem-stressed astems, in which 
any *o was long falling after the shortening of posttonic long vowels (neocircumflex, 
cf. below, section 4.0), cf. slyego (301) ‘agreement, good understanding’, esvyero (301) 
‘beam or shaft connecting the front and hind part of certain four-wheeled horse-drawn 
vehicles (German ‘Langbaum’ or ‘Langwied’, SCr ‘srčanica, svora’)’; the productivity of 
the falling tone on *o in stem-stressed ostems is demonstrated by the fact that it is 
common in borrowings, cf. škyelo (301) ‘school’, kemyero (301) ‘room’. The short 
vowel we find in the verb is regular in the compounds. On the basis of Kortlandt’s 
theory we expect *suò̯li vs. *posòlī (<*solȋ vs. *posòlī prior to Stang’s law, <*sòlī vs. 
*pòsolī prior to Dybo’s law), *suò̯ljen vs. *posòljēn. Bednja sȅlim, sȅljen may then con-
tinue the accentuation of the compounds, carried over into the simple verb. On the 
other hand, the fact that we do not find neocircumflex in these forms points to the 
generalization of the short endings regular in the simple verb as a consequence of 
Stang’s law (Kortlandt o.c. 18). The short vowel in bȅlja will have to be explained in 
the same way as the short vowel of čak. vȉše (Kortlandt o.c. 40), cf. Bednja vȉša (319) 
‘higher’.  

2.4 The development of the vowel system 

As a starting-point, common to the majority of kajkavian dialects, Ivić reconstructs 
the system shown in Fig. III (1968: 57). In this system *u, *o and *a continue the cor-
responding Proto-Slavonic vowels, whereas the other vowels are the product of merg-
ers: *ọ < *ǫ=*l,̥ *e < *ę=*e, *ẹ < *ě=ъ=ь, *i < *y=*i. Ivić gives no arguments 
why these mergers preceded the subsequent changes that befell his system. As regards 
the merger of *ǫ and syllabic *l arguments can be found. The product of this merger 
has |361| developed in many different ways. It has merged with *o in some dialects 
and with *u in others; in those dialects in which it has not merged with any other 
vowels there are many possibilities: in some dialects the original situation has been 
retained (Gornja Stubica, at least in the system of short stressed vowels, Jakoby 1974: 
39), in some *u has been fronted and *ọ has turned into a high vowel (Bednja), in 
some *o has been diphthongized and *ọ has turned into a mid vowel (Ključ), in some 
both *o and *ọ have been diphthongized (Tuhovec and Svibovec near Varaždinske 
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Toplice, Junković 1972: 34), cf. Ivić o.c. 59 and esp. “karta 1”. Despite all these dif-
ferences *ǫ and syllabic *l have merged everywhere, and it is difficult to envisage 
how this could have come about unless the merger had taken place before local dif-
ferentiation set in. 

 ROUNDED/BACK  SPREAD/FRONT 

HIGH  u  i 

HIGH-MID  ọ  ẹ 

LOW-MID  o  e 

LOW   a  
Fig. III. Starting-point (following Ivić 1968: 57). 

As regards the other mergers the situation is less favourable. Even if we assume, 
for instance, that *ę lost its nasal feature at the same time as *ǫ, we have no right to 
suppose that it immediately merged with *e, since it may have persisted for some time 
as a spread oral vowel distinct from *e, as it still does in some near-by Slovene dia-
lects (Logar 1955: 62f.). Nevertheless, I shall take the system reconstructed by lvić as 
a starting-point, because it contains the minimal number of features needed to ac-
count for the vowel system of the Bednja dialect (apart from Jedvaj’s third e, about 
which cf. above, section 1.3). In order to arrive at the present system we have to as-
sume the following three successive changes in the feature composition of the vowels:  

(1) The earliest change took the forms of a “chain”, comprising four links: (a) *u 
turned into a rounded front vowel y; (b) *ọ filled the gap by turning into a high 
vowel u, which meant that *ẹ now lacked a back counterpart; (c) *o became the 
back counterpart of *ẹ, leaving *e without one; (d) *a became the back counter-
part of *e, which changed the feature composition of *a, *e and *ẹ: *a became dis-
tinctively back, *e exchanged its tongue-height feature LOW-MID with LOW, *ẹ be-
came mid rather than |362| high-mid. In all probability these changes took place 
simultaneously.28 The result was a vowel system with only three degrees of tongue 
height (Fig. IV). In this system *o was neutral as to the opposition BACK vs. FRONT 
and it is not unlikely that it could be realized in different ways: [o ~ ö]. This is 
suggested by the actual existence of this phenomenon in living kajkavian dialects 
(Ivić 1968: 61f) and by the later development of the short *o into a spread front 
vowel /ȩ/. 

                                                 
28 It is not necessary to assume that the lopsided intermediate system reconstructed by Ivić (1968: 58) 
ever existed in the Bednja dialect, although it may have existed in those kajkavian dialects in which *u 
was not fronted. 
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  ROUNDED+BACK   ROUNDED+FRONT  SPREAD 

HIGH  u (< *ọ)  y (< *u) i 

MID   o  ẹ 

LOW   a  e 
Fig. IV. After the chain initiated by *u being fronted. 

(2) When this had happened the long mid vowels *ō and *ẹ ̄ were diphthongized, 
which resulted in the system of Fig. V (both long and short vowels are shown). 
This chronology is dictated mainly by considerations of simplicity. On the one 
hand the diphthongization is unlikely to have preceded the rise of the system 
shown in Fig. IV, because it was only then that *o and *ẹ received the same 
tongue height feature. On the other hand it probably preceded the development of 
*ā into a mid vowel, because if it did not, it is unclear why the reflex of *ā has not 
been diphthongized as well. 

  ROUNDED+BACK  ROUNDED+FRONT SPREAD 

HIGH  u, ū  y, ȳ i, ī 

HIGH → LOW   ye (< *ō)  ie (< *ē)̣ 

MID   o  ẹ 

LOW   a, ā  e, ē 
Fig. V. After the diphthongization of *ō and *ē.̣ 

(3) After the diphthongization of the long mid vowels the phonemes *o, *e/*ē and 
*a/*ā were affected by a number of changes that again form a chain, this time 
comprising three links: (a) *a and *ā became mid (> o, ō); (b) *e and *ē lost the 
feature SPREAD; the long *ē (> ā) remained |363| neutral with respect to the op-
position ROUNDED vs. SPREAD, whereas the short *e (>a) turned into a distinctively 
rounded vowel; (c) *o lost the feature ROUNDED (> ȩ), but rather than merging 
with *ẹ, with which it had shared until now the same tongue height feature, it 
filled the gap left open by *e by turning into a low vowel. The non-phonemic ep-
enthetic vowel that may be assumed to have developed in front of syllabic *r, 
merged with the new e when short (cf. BG: 283); when long it provided ẹ with a 
new long counterpart (ē).29 These changes resulted in the modern vowel system 
(Fig. I and II). 

                                                 
29 The phoneme /ē/ occurs only (a) in the reflex of syllabic *r,̄ e.g. sȇrp (297) ‘sickle’, (b) in a few inter-
jections, e.g. hẽk (320), (c) in the adverb tȇ (319, 22, 25, 27) ‘then’ (which may or may not be connected 
with čak. tr ‘you know, in that case’). 
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2.5 Morpheme-initial *u, *vъ and *vь  

The treatment of morpheme-initial *u, *vъ and *vь forms a separate problem. The 
following facts have to be accounted for:  

(1) Strong *ъ, and *ь have not merged when preceded by *v: *vъ yields vy, whereas 
*vь yields vẹ, vie, cf. vy (291, 327)/vy̏ (287, 90)/vȇy (287) ‘in, into’, vyžgõti (317) 
‘to light’, Vēýzmȕ (323) ‘Easter’ (dat. sg.),30 vȇyš (287, 90, 303) ‘louse’, vȇypoti sa 
(291) ‘to hope’ vs. vȅs (287, 91, 308) ‘all, the whole’, vȋes (303) ‘village’. 

(2) Morpheme-initially *vъ and *u have merged and are both reflected v/zero or vy. 
The distribution of v/zero and vy is not in all respects clear. In the reflex of *vъ 
the result seems to depend on whether the *ъ was strong or weak (as indeed one 
would expect), cf. vny̏k (286, 97) ‘grandson’,31 vjȇytre (319, 21, 28) ‘in the morn-
ing’, včȁre (287, 319, 21) ‘yesterday’, vzãit̯i (287)/zãit̯i (287, 90, 313)/zãjti (329) 
‘to take’, dyēvȅc (290) ‘widower’, sȃoki (290, 91, 308, 27) ‘every’, v (322-30)/zero 
(291) ‘in, into’.32 All exceptions are explicable. In Vēyzȅm (290) ‘Easter’ instead of 
*(v)zȅm the form of the oblique cases has been generalized; vy̏nje (287, 319, 25) 
‘out of doors’ (implying rest), vyzĩemlico (292) ‘Easter bonfire’ and vyšȇivec (290) 
‘lousy fellow’ (rather than *(v)nȅ, *(v)zĩemlico, *(v)šȇivec) are derivations built on 
forms in which vy is regular. As regards *u, it is surprising that the same princi-
ple (“strong” vs. “weak” position) seems to explain the opposition of vydrȉti (289, 
315) ‘to hit’, výjdam (293) ‘I run away’, vȇyjec (286, 96) ‘uncle’ (with generaliza-
tion of the form of the oblique cases) vs. vrȃi ̯ (307, 11)/vrȃj (320) ‘already’ (< 
*užej), the reflex of the prefix *u in vmrĩeti (286, 310, 13, 22) ‘to die’, vkrȃosti 
(329) ‘to steal’, vbȉti (286) ‘to ki1l’, vmȉti (313) ‘to wash off’, vgosȉti (286) ‘to extin-
guish’ and the reflex of the verb stem *uči ‘to learn’ in novčȉti (322) ‘to learn’, 
nȃovčil (324) ‘having learned’, edevčȉti (321) ‘to unlearn’, prȇivčil (321) ‘having 
grown accustomed’. There is one exception, viz. vyčȉti (290, 315) ‘to learn’ (and its 
derivative vyčȉtel (292) ‘teacher’). |364| Long *ū is reflected /vy/ in vȇyhe (290, 
99, 327) ‘ear’ and vēyrȅk (286, 90) ‘the Evil Eye’.  

These examples can be explained in a fairly simple way. At a moment prior to the 
merger of strong *ъ and *ь morpheme-initial *u and *vъ merged into a phonemic 
sequence, the first element of which was identical with *v, while the second element 
must have been the archiphoneme of *u and *ъ. Like *ъ it could be “strong” or 

                                                 
30 Vēýzmȕ is an example of a printer’s error (an incorrect accent mark on an y in an unstressed syllable) 
that does not occur before BG: 309 but is quite frequent from there on, cf. dýēd'ȉdo (310), kēýrȉle (311), 
cēýrȅti (314), hrēýpȅti (314), bēýhnȕti (314), sýēlȉt (315), sýēlȉl (315), býelȅl (323), gýērȅ (324). If this de-
noted a particular accent pattern we could expect examples with other vowels than ey and ye. Inciden-
tally, Jedvaj describes the intonation of pretonic long vowels and diphthongs as falling (BG: 284). 
31 The isolated form vnȕki (292) may be a printer’s error instead of *vny̏ki. 
32 The distribution of the various alternants of the preposition meaning ‘in, into’ is complicated. It occurs 
stressed only in combination with pronouns, e.g. vy̏ ve vrȋema (290) ‘at this time’, vy̏ menje (287), vȇy nju 
(ib.) ‘into her’; unstressed vy is found in free variation with zero before words beginning in v, e.g. 
vēīnȅ/vy vēīnȅ (291) ‘into the wine’. All other examples have v. 
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“weak”. In strong position it had changed into *u by the time strong *ъ and *ь merged 
in all other positions, When weak it behaved like any weak jer: it prevented the pro-
gressive stress shift (cf. below, section 3.4) and was subsequently lost. This does not 
explain vyčȉti, for which we would expect *včȉti. This form is especially remarkable 
because of the alternation vyčȉti vs. novčȉti, edevčȉti, which we find also in the dialect 
of Prodindol, cf. vučìti (Rožić 1893-4 I: 83, III: 60) vs. povčìti (III: 81).33 A possible 
explanation is suggested by the dialect of Gornja Stubica, where we find vȕmer (Ja-
koby 1974: 182, 231) ‘having died’ (msc. sg.) vs. vmȓla/vmrl̃a (o.c. 182) ‘id.’ (fem. sg.) 
< *ȕmrl̄ vs. *umrl̄à. This suggests that the second element of the sequence into which 
morpheme-initial *u was decomposed may have been treated as strong whenever it 
was stressed, so that vyčiti represents the form of the stem in forms with a stressed 
initial syllable, e.g. the first person sg. of the present tense in *ǫ,34 the second/third 
person sg. of the aorist and most forms of the lparticiple, cf. Gornja Stubica vȕčilẹ (nt. 
sg.), vȕčili (msc. pl.) (both forms o.c. 182, 226) vs. vučĩla (o.c. 226) (fem. sg.), vučȉti 
(o.c. 38) (inf).35 In the compounds there were no forms in which we would expect the 
stress to fall on *u, hence Bednja novčȉti, Prodindol povčìti.36 

Junković explains the facts treated in this section differently. If I understand him 
correctly, he assumes the following sequence of events:  

(1) The merger of strong *ъ, and *ь in all positions.37 
(2) The development of *vъC (with weak jer) into *uC, merging with original *uC. 
(3) The change of word-initial *u into the sequence *vu. This results in alternations 

like *veš (with e the product of the merger of the strong jers) vs. *vuši, *ven vs. 
*vuńe, *vuzem vs. *vezma. 

(4) In all instances of alternation *vu is generalized, so that we get vuš, vun, vuzma 
(Junković 1972: 36). 

Now, up to this point Junković’s reconstruction is quite acceptable in principle, al-
though for two reasons rather awkward. Firstly, the intermediate forms with *ve < 
*v+strong jer are not attested. In Bednja vȅs, vȋes the *ẹ can be explained as the regu-
lar reflex of *ь (it should be noted |365| that these forms are nowhere reflected *vȕs, 
*vȗs). Secondly, Junković is forced to postpone the development of *u > *vu until 
after the loss of the weak jers (unless he assumes the development *vъC >*uC to have 
preceded the fall of the weak jers). This is unsatisfactory, because now the “prothesis” 
cannot be connected with the open syllable structure of kajkavian prior to the fall of 

                                                 
33 In the sequel the three parts of Rožić 1893-4 will be referred to as “Rožić I” etc. 
34 Both the ending and, if Kortlandt’s analysis (1975a: 409) is correct, the accentuation are attested in the 
Freising Fragments, which must be roughly contemporaneous with the changes treated in this section. 
35 Elsewhere Jakoby gives a fem. sg. form with vu: vumr̥la (1974: 58). Since Jakoby does not provide this 
form with an accent mark and does not comment on the discrepancy, its status is unclear. 
36 In the Slovene (prekmurski) dialect of Vashidegkút/Cankova the same alternants occur, although in a 
different distribution: fčìti sä (Asbóth 1910: 191) ‘to learn’, nafčí (o.c. 195) ‘he learns’, vùčäni (o.c. 191) 
‘learned’. 
37 Although Junković does not state this, it is implied unambiguously in the examples he gives. 
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the weak jers. At this point Junković goes on as follows: “Tako se stvara odnos v: vu, 
vzeti : vuzmem, gdje je v osnovni oblik a vu varijanta za izbjegavanje nedopustivih 
skupova v+C: v grât, ali vû te, vu ńem (usp. štokavsko s tobom, sa mnom)” (ib.). This 
fails to produce the right facts. According to the chronology Junković sketched a mo-
ment earlier *vъC can never yield the sequence vC, so that his “tako” suggests a con-
nection that does not exist. Instead of vzeti vs. vuzmem (the actually attested forms)38 
his theory predicts *vuzeti vs. *vezmem (stage 3) and *vuzeti vs. *vuzmem (stage 4). 
Junković does not tell us how the regular but unattested form *vuzeti (which has to 
serve as a model for *vuzmem, which replaces the unattested but allegedly phonetic 
form *vezmem) developed into the only attested form vzeti. 

2.6 The treatment of word-final *aj 

Word-final *aj is reflected in a number of different ways. When unstressed it is re-
flected e, cf. zȍke (310, 20, 22, 25) ‘why’, pȅke (320) ‘why’, nȅke (324, 27, 29) ‘some-
thing’, kȅme (320, 25) ‘with difficulty’, nȏuze (319, 21, 25, 28-30) ‘back’ (adv.), včȁre 
(287, 319, 21) ‘yesterday’, ȉzde (320, 22, 24, 26) ‘still, yet, more’ and the imperative 
(if stem-stressed) of aje-verbs, e.g. kȅpe (310, 16) ‘dig’, čȃoke (310, 17) ‘wait’, pĩte 
(317) ‘ask’, alongside forms in oj, e.g. kȅpoj (310, 16), čȃokoj (310, 17), pĩtoj (317), 
cf. Jedvaj’s description of the matter, BG: 310. It cannot be known on the basis of BG 
whether this e stands for /ȩ/ or /ẹ/. Stressed word-final *aj with short *a is reflected 
as aj (rather than *oj) in the only example zdȁj (319, 21, 22, 25, 26, 30) ‘now’, 
dyēzdȁj (319) ‘until now’; whenever the *a was long it has become o, e.g. kȏj ‘what’ 
(cf. the examples given above, section 1.2). The following chronology seems most 
plausible:  

(1) Word-final *aj>*ej, e.g. *zdȁj>*zdȅj, *zȁkaj>*zȁkej; *āj remained *āj, e.g. 
*kȃj. 

(2) The developments *a > o, *e > a, cf. above, section 2.4 (3). It is for two reasons 
unlikely that the change aj > ej was later. Firstly, since this change is found else-
where in kajkavian (Jakoby 1974: 32),39 it is likely that it spread from dialect to 
dialect; but in that case the conditions for the change must have been the same as 
well. Secondly, a change aj > ej is phonetically more plausible than oj > aj. |366|  

(3) Neutralization of the opposition /ȩ/ vs. /a/ in posttonic syllables, absolute final 
position excepted (cf. above, section 2.2). 

(4) Loss of final j in forms like *zȍkej, *kȅpej > zȍke, kȅpe. If this had happened ear-
lier than (3) we would expect *zȍka, *kȅpa instead. There are a few other exam-

                                                 
38 I am not acquainted with any living kajkavian dialect in which the form vuzmem occurs; the normal 
form is derived from *(v)zẹmem, e.g. Bednja zȅmam (313). Junković does not tell from which dialect his 
examples are drawn. 
39 In the dialect of Gornja Stubica this change has the character of a neutralization: the difference be-
tween /a/ and /e/ is neutralized before /j/ and the archiphoneme is realized [e] (this is a phonemic 
interpretation of Jakoby’s rules, 1974: 37, 46, 84). In Virje this change has not yet got beyond the sub-
phonemic stage: any short a is turned into ä before j, but this ä remains distinct from ȩ < *ę and *e 
(Fancev 1907: 315, 319). 
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ples of loss of final *j after front vowels, e.g. imȋe (317) ‘have’ (imp.). If this chro-
nology is correct, the e in zȍke etc. stands for /ȩ/. 

3. The progressive stress shift 

3.0 Introduction 

The accentuation of the Bednja dialect, although in many respects very archaic, is still 
far removed from the Proto-Slavonic system. In the remainder of this article I shall 
make a few remarks on part of the changes the Bednja dialect has undergone since 
Proto-Slavonic times. These developments have all been mentioned before, usually in 
connection with other kajkavian dialects or proto-kajkavian. However, they will be 
taken up again here, firstly because several aspects of them have never been noticed 
and, secondly, because we should not expect every kajkavian dialect to behave in 
every respect exactly like the ideal kajkavian dialect described by Ivšić (1936: 70-2). 

In one respect the Bednja dialect differs radically from the other kajkavian dialects 
that have hitherto been described, viz. in the way it reflects the Proto-Slavonic falling 
tone. As Pešikan points out in his review of BG, the Bednja reflex of the falling tone is 
highly erratic (1963-4: 558, 560). In a number of forms the ictus has shifted forward 
in a way strongly reminiscent of Slovene, e.g. eblȃok (286, 96) ‘cloud’< *ȍblākъ.40 
Equally often, however, the ictus has retained its original position, in which case the 
stressed vowel, if originally short, has often been lengthened.41 In this chapter I would 
like to investigate whether it is possible with the help of Jedvaj’s material to separate 
regular from secondary reflexes of the Proto-Slavonic falling tone. 

3.1 sȇino 

In forms with a long vowel in the stressed syllable the ictus has not shifted. There are 
many examples of bisyllabic forms with an open second syllable, cf. sȇino (323) ‘son’ 
(gen./acc. sg.), sȇini (295) ‘id.’ (nom. pl.), glȃosi (295) ‘voice’ (nom. pl.), grȃodi (295) 
‘town’ (nom. pl.), dȃori (295) ‘present’ (nom. pl.), vrȃogi (292, 329) ‘devil’ (nom. pl.), 
dȇyhi (292) ‘ghost’, mȏuži (295) ‘husband’ (nom. pl.), ljȇydi (324, 26) ‘people’ (nom. 
pl.), mȏuža (288) ‘husband’ (acc. pl.), zlȃote (299) ‘gold’, mȃse (288, 99) ‘meat’, |367| 
sȋene (288, 99) ‘hay’, tȋeste (299) ‘dough’, vȇyhe (290, 99) ‘ear’, črȋeve (293, 99) ‘gut’, 
drȋeve (289, 99) ‘tree’, tȋele (288, 99), vrȋema (288, 90, 98, 310, 27) ‘time’, žrȋeba (288, 
92) ‘foal’, rȏuku (300) ‘hand’ (acc. sg.), zȇimu (325, 29, 30) ‘winter’ (acc. sg.), rȏuka 
(300) ‘hand’ (nom./acc. pl.), dȇyša (288) ‘soul’ (nom./acc. pl.), svȇinja (321) ‘pig’ 
(nom./acc. pl.), rȋeči (302/3) ‘word’ (gen./dat. sg., nom./acc. pl.), gȇrde (282, 320) 
‘ugly’, jȃoke (294, 321-6, 330) ‘very, very much’, lȋepe (312, 26) ‘nice, beautiful’, lȋeve 
(319) ‘to the left’, hȇyde (320) ‘very; very much’, drȃoge (320, 27) ‘expensive’ (all ex-

                                                 
40 Here and elsewhere I use the term “Slovene” in a narrow sense, in reference only to the classical liter-
ary norm as codified by Škrabec, Pleteršnik, Valjavec and others. 
41 Pešikan adduces a few forms I have not been able to trace in BG, viz. lovȋl, lȏvil, grȃda, dȏma, smeijȃl se 
(o.c. 558), or, as they would have appeared in Jedvaj’s transcription, *levȇil, *lyevil, *grȃodo, *dyemo, 
*smejȃol sa. 
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amples nom./acc. sg. nt., used adverbially), brȃole (318) ‘having gathered’, pȇile (285, 
313) ‘having drunk’, dȇrle (313) ‘having torn to pieces’, klȃle (313) ‘having sworn’, 
dȃolo (317) ‘having given’ (all forms nt. sg.),42 dȃoli (313) ‘having given’ (msc. pl.), 
nȃu ma (306) ‘onto me’, nȃo ta (306) ‘onto you’, zȃu ma (306) ‘for me’, zȃo sa (306) 
‘for oneself ’. There are only a few examples of bisyllabic forms with a closed second 
syllable, cf. svȋetem (325) ‘world’, mȃsem (325) ‘meat’, drȋevem (327) ‘tree’ (all exam-
ples ins. sg.), vrȃogem (329) ‘devil’, rȏukum (300) ‘hand’ (both examples dat. pl.). 
There are, of course, no examples of polysyllabic forms. 

3.2 eblȃok, ekyelu 

If the stressed syllable originally contained a short vowel, the matter is much more 
complicated. For the moment bisyllabic forms with an open second syllable will not 
be taken into account (they will be discussed below, section 3.6). In most other forms 
that originally had a short falling vowel in the first syllable the ictus has moved to the 
immediately following syllable. The syllable that has received the stress in this way 
carries a long falling tone, irrespective of the original quantity of the vowel it con-
tains. Examples: eblȃok (286, 96) ‘cloud’, plovȋen (288, 91) ‘flame’, gelȏub (288) ‘dove’, 
ebȃod (296) ‘gad-fly’, perȏut (303) ‘wing’, kerȃn (296) ‘root’, kekyet (283) ‘rooster’, 
kecȃn (296) ‘cabbage-stem’, grebȃn (283) ‘carding-comb’, devȃr (288, 96) ‘brother-in-
law’, kekyeš (283, 303) ‘hen’, vesȃl (305) ‘cheerful’, rozdȇr (287) ‘having torn to 
pieces’, pedȇr (287) ‘having demolished’, zopȇr (287, 325) ‘having closed’, pečȃl (329) 
‘having begun’, zočȃl (325) ‘having begun’, sod'ȇil (294) ‘having planted’, smud'ȇil 
(294) ‘having scorched’, plotȇil (315) ‘having paid’, bejȃol (sa) (315) ‘having feared’, 
erȃot (310) ‘to plough’ (sup.), syšȇit (310) ‘to dry’ (sup.), plotȇit (315) ‘to pay’ (sup.); 
gelȏubi (295) ‘dove’ (nom. pl.), kekyeta (321) ‘rooster’ (dual),43 kekyeti (321) ‘id.’ 
(nom. pl.), siryeto (286) ‘orphan’ (if in this form the accentuation of the dat. sg., acc. 
sg. and nom./acc. pl. has been introduced analogically), pestȃoti (303) ‘small strip of 
land’ (gen. sg.), jasȃni (307) ‘autumn’ (gen. sg.), pečȃli (327) ‘having begun’ (msc. pl.), 
|368| sod'ȇile (294) ‘having planted’, smud'ȇile (294) ‘having scorched’, plotȇile (315) 
‘having paid’, bejȃole (sa) (315) ‘having feared’ (all examples nt. sg.), zomȋenjil (294) 
‘having exchanged’, zomȋenjile (294) ‘id.’ (nt. sg.), epryeis̯til (322) ‘having forgiven’, 
pegyed'ili (sa) (327) ‘having agreed’ (msc. pl.), rozlyežil (315) ‘having taken to pieces’, 
pripȃit̯ile (sa) (325) ‘having happened’ (nt. sg.), ekyelu (286, 319, 26) ‘around’ (adv. 
and prep.), nojyepok (320) ‘upside down, the wrong way round’. 

This shift, if regular, was probably early, because it presupposes a distinction be-
tween rising and falling short vowels. On the other hand it is unlikely to have pre-
ceded Stang’s law, for the same reason that makes it improbable that the Slovene pro-
gressive shift did: if one supposes the shift preceded Stang’s law, one is forced to 

                                                 
42 The form dȃolo is probably a printer’s error instead of *dȃole; it is the only example of a nt. sg. lpart. 
in o. 
43 The a in the ending of kekyeta is strange; one would expect *o. 
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assume the existence of two distinct falling tones in the (alleged) period between the 
shift and Stang’s law (cf. Kortlandt 1976: 2). 

3.3 Levellings 

As in Slovene, a number of exceptions to the progressive stress shift can be explained 
as the result of analogical levelling, motivated by the fact that when prefixed or pre-
ceded by a preposition, forms affected by the shift must have received a different ac-
cent from the one they carried in all other positions, e.g. *pomȏć vs. *na pȏmoć, *platȋl 
vs. *naplȃtil. Outside the verb BG has only two examples, viz. pyemeč (303) ‘help’, 
gyever (282) ‘speech’ (but cf. below, section 3.6). The latter form has an exact parallel 
in Slovene gọ̑vor (Valjavec 1897: 200). The lparticiple displays such levellings in two 
directions:  

(1) Carry-over of the accentuation of the simple verb into the compounds, cf. degevye-
rili (sa med syebu) ‘having agreed’ (msc. pl.), eslebyed'il (315) ‘having set free’, 
roščemȃril (sa) (323) ‘having become angry’, cf. blogeslyevil (315) ‘having blessed’. 
The form ebločȇile (sa) (326) ‘having become cloudy’ presupposes forms like *zo-
plotȇil, with the accentuation of plotȇil (315). 

(2) The reverse, cf. mȇyd'il (289) ‘having been late’, mȇyd'ile (289) ‘id.’ (nt. sg.), plȃotil 
(315) ‘having paid’, plȃotile (315) ‘id.’ (nt. sg.), dyebil (326), cf. hyed'il (320) ‘hav-
ing gone’. 

Like gyever, a number of these forms have exact parallels in Slovene, cf. nagovȏṛil, 
oslobọ̑dil, oblačȋl, dọ̑bil; mȇyd'il and plȃotil have a parallel in pȗstil (all examples Valja-
vec o.c. 206). 

3.4 nȃobrol 

There are a few examples of lparticiples in which the fact that the ictus has not 
shifted may be due to something else than the levellings discussed |369| in the pre-
ceding section: nȃobral (321) ‘having gathered’, zȃobrol (293) ‘having chosen’, zȃozvol 
(293) ‘having challenged’, vȇyžgol (317) ‘having lit, kindled’, vȇyžgole (317) ‘id.’ (nt. 
sg.), nȃovčil (324) ‘having learned’, prȇivčil (321) ‘having become accustomed’. These 
forms contrast with rozdȇr, pedȇr, zopȇr, pečȃl, pečȃli, zočȃl given above (section 3.2) in 
being all derived from verb stems starting in a consonant cluster in which a weak jer 
has dropped, cf. also the accentuation of vȇyžgot (317) ‘to light, kindle’ (sup.) vs. 
erȃot, syšȇit. The only exception is prȃdol (324) ‘having sold’ (instead of *predȃol). 

This distribution is explained if we assume that the weak jer of the verb stem pre-
vented the shift from operating; in that case prȃdol is the result of analogy. If true, this 
narrows down our chronology considerably: the progressive stress shift must have 
taken place between Stang’s law and the fall of medial weak jers; it must be posterior 
to the dissolution of morpheme-initial *u, otherwise we would expect something like 
*novȇyčil rather than nȃovčil (cf. above, section 2.5). 

One might also suppose that the accentuation of nȃobrol is due to the levellings 
discussed in the preceding section. This has two disadvantages. Firstly, it does not 
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explain the distribution of nȃobrol-like vs. pečȃl-like forms (which, however, may be 
accidental because of the small number of examples). Secondly, it presupposes a lot of 
analogical confusion. Whereas plȃotil can be explained on the basis of frequent com-
pounds like *zaplȃtil, *naplȃtil, nȃobrol will have to be explained either on the basis of, 
say, *podnȃobral, a type of compound that can hardly have been very frequent, or 
directly on the basis of forms like plȃotil, which have quite a different morphological 
structure. On the other hand, the accentuation of prȃdol can very well be due to the 
example of plȃotil ; since *predȍti ‘to sell’ has a meaning that cannot be explained di-
rectly on the basis of the meaning of its component parts, it may have been felt like a 
simple verb. 

3.5 vȕgljen 

Neither the levellings discussed in section 3.3, nor the original presence of an un-
stressed weak jer in the second syllable explains the following examples, in which the 
stress has not shifted forward and the stressed vowel has not been lengthened: vȕgljen 
(290) ‘coal’, ȅleve (286) ‘lead’, mlȍdest (303) ‘youth’, v mlȍdesti (322) ‘id.’ (loc. sg., 
possibly continuing the accentuation of the stem-stressed gen. or dat. sg.), zȍpeved 
(330) ‘order, command’, vrȅmeno (298) ‘time’ (gen. sg.) (and other stem-stressed 
forms of the same word, ib.), dȁvat (309) ‘nine’, dȁsat (285, 309, 21, 30) ‘ten’, jȁzere 
(309) ‘thousand’. |370| 

I have found no really satisfactory explanation for these forms, and, indeed, none is 
likely to be found until more material becomes available. One might suppose that, 
whereas the progressive shift took place if the vowel of the second syllable was long, 
it failed to do so if it was short. This would dispose of all examples, provided we as-
sume that the analogical lengthening responsible for the long vowel in štok. ȕgljēn, 
mlȁdōst (the influence of the alternation in mȏst/mȍsta, pȇć/pȅći) had not yet reached 
these words when the progressive shift took place, although by that time it had 
reached *kȍren (> *kȍrēn) and other words that show the effects of the shift (kerȃn, 
kekyeš, kekyet, kecȃn, grebȃn, devȃr, vesȃl).44 This is unacceptable, because of the diffi-
culties it introduces: we now need an explanation for the fact that the stress has 
shifted in a number of forms that originally can hardly have had a long vowel in the 
second syllable, e.g. ekyelu, nojyepok, siryeto, epryeis̯til; it also removes the explanation 
given above to account for pyemeč (section 3.3). 

These examples might all be borrowings. A progressive stress shift comparable to 
the one that took place in Slovene did not penetrate far into kajkavian. Indeed, the 
absence of such a shift is sometimes adduced as one of the most important character-
istics of kajkavian as opposed to Slovene (e.g. Jakoby l974: 23f.).45 In all probability 

                                                 
44 Many čakavian-štokavian dialects that have not lost quantity distinctions in posttonic syllables reflect 
devet and deset with a short vowel in the second syllable. Vuk (second ed.) gives dȅvet and dȅset in brack-
ets as possible alternatives (for some reason the ARj does not follow Vuk in this respect); dȅvet and dȅset 
occur in Omišalj (my material) and Vrgada (Jurišić 1973: 43f.). |380| 
45 The progressive shift has taken place in the Sutla-dialects, which differ from the rest of kajkavian in 
being closely related to the štajerski dialects of Slovene. 
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Bednja lies quite close to the isogloss. Jedvaj adduces the forms kȅket, kȅkeš, grȁban as 
examples of the dialect of Rinkovec (BG: 283), which lies within the boundaries of the 
“bivša općina” Bednja (BG: 279). If these forms are representative, then the progres-
sive stress shift did not reach Rinkovec. Consequently in the course of contact with 
speakers of other dialects Bednja speakers must have come across forms in which the 
progressive shift has not taken place. Moreover, Jedvaj attests the use in Bednja of the 
“opći kajkavski govor” (BG: 282), Ivšić’s “kajkavska govorna koinē” (1936: 62). Al-
though the properties of the kajkavian spoken koinē are not very well known, it seems 
not too hazardous to assume that it does not reflect the accentual system of a dialect 
in which the progressive shift has taken place. Consequently, vȕgljen and ȅleve can be 
explained as borrowings because of their somewhat technical character, mlȍdest, 
zȍpeved and vrȅmeno because they refer to abstract concepts (mlȍdest may also have 
been influenced by the accentuation of its antonym stȍrest (303) ‘old age’). The re-
maining examples are all numerals. Now, the Bednja system of numerals is somewhat 
heterogeneous. The word for ‘four’, for instance, is a doublet: štȉri (296, 309, 
321)/četȉri (309), cf. also štirinȗis̯t (309) ‘fourteen’ vs. čaterdesãt (309) ‘forty’; the word 
for ‘thousand’ is a doublet, too: alongside jȁzere there occurs a form jazerȍčo/jezerȍčo 
(309). This suggests that |371| some borrowing has taken place and justifies the as-
sumption that dȁvat, dȁsat and jȁzero have been influenced by the dialect of Rinkovec 
or by other dialects in which the progressive stress shift has not taken place, e.g. the 
kajkavian spoken koinē. Incidentally, this may explain the mysterious a in the second 
syllable of dȁvat and dȁsat (cf. above, section 2.2). On the one hand it might be due to 
the phonetic peculiarities of a Rinkovec-like dialect, cf. the a in the second syllable of 
Rinkovec grȁban (BG: 283); on the other it could be attributed to “sound substitution” 
in borrowings. According to Jedvaj speakers of the Bednja dialect have the habit of 
adapting borrowings to the phonetic evolution of the dialect, cf. fošȉst ‘fascist’, nyermo 
‘norm’, portizũn ‘partizan’ (all examples 282); this adaptation is not always “correct” 
from a linguistic point of view, cf. sobotȅr (282) ‘saboteur’, soldȃot (324) ‘soldier’, evi-
jyen (282) ‘aeroplane’, instead of *sobetȁr, *seldȃot, *ovijy̑en. 

3.6 negȏu, mȃdo, kȅle 

In bisyllabic forms with an open second syllable and originally a short vowel in the 
first syllable there are again three types:  

(1) In a few examples the ictus has shifted: negȏu ‘foot, leg’, kesȏu ‘scythe’, gerȏu 
‘mountain’, snehȏu ‘daughter-in-law’, deskȏu ‘board, plank’ (all examples acc. sg., 
BG: 302), nečȇi (308) ‘night’ (gen. sg.). Forms like negȏu have doublets with stem-
stress, cf. under (2). 

(2) In some examples the ictus has not shifted and the stressed vowel has been 
lengthened, cf. mȃdo (327, 28) ‘honey’ (gen. sg.),46 nȃbe (285) ‘sky, heaven’, jyeke 
(290, 99) ‘eye’, myerja (294, 99) ‘sea’, pyelja (299) ‘field’, pryese (299) ‘millet’, 
jyeči (299) ‘eye’ (nom./acc. pl.), vyedu (291) ‘water’, nyegu (302) ‘foot, leg’, kyesu 

                                                 
46 The form mādo (328) is an obvious printer’s error instead of *mȃdo. 
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(302) ‘scythe’, gyeru (302) ‘mountain’, dȋesku (302) ‘plank, board’, snȋehu (302) 
‘daughter-in-law’ (all examples acc. sg.). 

(3) Some examples have neither a shifted stress nor lengthening of the stressed 
vowel, cf. kȅle (286, 99) ‘wheel’, ȉma (288), dȅle (319) ‘below, downstairs’, dȅmo 
(319, 23) ‘at home’, skȅre (320, 29) ‘almost’. 

Unfortunately the number of relevant examples is very small, so that it is difficult if 
not impossible to determine which of these three types shows the regular develop-
ment. As it is, I think the type kȅle is most likely to be regular, because if it were not it 
would be difficult to account for it in terms of secondary developments. The type 
mȃdo can be explained along the same lines as pyemeč, viz. as the generalization of 
the form regular after a preposition. The type negȏu may also be analogous. If kȅle is 
regular, we expect an alternation *nȅgu vs. *no ny̑egu, cf. kȅle vs. ekyelu < |372| *kȍlo 
vs. *ȍ kolu. As we have seen, forms like nyegu occur, but instead of *nȅgu we find 
negȏu, which may have replaced *nȅgu on the analogy of *pomȏć vs. *na pȏmoć. 

3.7 dnȃvo 

ln the first syllable of forms in which an originally stressed weak jer has been dropped 
we find a long falling vowel, cf. zdyemo (319) ‘from home, out of the house’, dnȃvo 
(296, 325) ‘day’ (gen. sg.) (and other forms of the same word 296), vjȇytre (319, 21, 
28) ‘in the morning’ (cf. štok. ȕjutro), vȃčer (291) ‘in the evening’, spyeved (303) ‘con-
fession’, stvyeril (315) ‘having made’, zlyežil (329) ‘having laid down in one place’, 
zvȇršili (327) ‘having finished’ (msc. pl.), zȋebrol (293) ‘having chosen’, etc. The only 
exception is snȅči (308, 19) ‘last night’, in which the short vowel regular in the gen. 
sg. *nȅči may have been reintroduced analogically. We have to assume that vowels 
which became stressed as a consequence of the fall of a stressed jer in the preceding 
syllable received compensatory lengthening. This cannot have happened later than 
the progressive shift. This lengthening is regular in other kajkavian dialects, too. It 
explains the alternation we find in Prodindol vèčer (Rožić I: 107) ‘evening’ vs. zvȇčera 
(III: 60) ‘in the evening’, Brezova po vȍdu (Junković 1972: 200) ‘in order to fetch wa-
ter’ vs. h vȗodu (ib.) ‘into the water’ < *vъ̏  vodǫ, cf. also Prodindol snȏči (Rožić III: 
60) ‘last night’ with the long vowel that was analogically removed in Bednja snȅči. 

The fall of an unstressed jer in an initial syllable did not cause lengthening, cf. vny̏k 
(286, 97) ‘grandson’, ftȉč (297) ‘bird’, ftȉco (301) ‘id.’, zrȅk (297) ‘cause’, vnȅge (321) 
‘much’, vbȉti (286) ‘to kill’, cf. also žlȉco (301) ‘spoon’.  

4. The neocircumflex 

4.0 Introduction 

A short stressed vowel has received compensatory lengthening whenever (1) a non-
final weak jer (or a final jer if preceded by a cluster consisting of stop or fricative plus 
resonant, cf. Kortlandt 1976: 2) was lost in the following syllable or (2) a long vowel 
in the first or second posttonic syllable was shortened. Examples: prȃovdo (301) 
‘truth’, hrȇyško (301) ‘pear’, mȇisel (303) ‘thought’, sȋekel (313) ‘having chopped, 
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hewn’, žȃobu (300) ‘frog’ (ins. sg.), slȃobi (305) ‘weak’ (long form), mȋesto (298) ‘place’ 
(nom./acc. pl.), svȋeklestmi (303) ‘light’ (ins. pl.), mȋerilo (315) ‘having measured’ (fem. 
sg.), mȃoterin (304) ‘a mother’s’ (adj.), nȃobrol (321) |373| ‘having gathered’, pȃošnjak 
(296) ‘pasture’, cf. also nyefet (291) ‘fingernail’, in which the long vowel of the first 
syllable must be due to generalization of the length that is regular in all other stem-
stressed forms (which happen not to be attested), e.g. *ny̑efto (gen. sg.).47 

The rise of the neocircumflex must have been later than the progressive stress shift, 
because, whereas the progressive shift presupposes the retention of medial weak jers 
(section 3.4), neocircumflex involves their loss. Moreover, the progressive stress shift 
presupposes the retention of tone distinctions on short vowels, whereas neocircumflex 
results in falling vowels, irrespective of the original tone of the lengthened short 
vowel, so that it is reasonable to suppose that the tone distinction on short vowels was 
lost between the progressive stress shift and the rise of the neocircumflex. 

4.1 Virje jagodȇ 

According to Ivić there are reasons for believing that at least some post- tonic long 
vowels remained long in at least some kajkavian dialects: “(...) akcentuacija na 
krajnjem severoistoku pretpostavlja čuvanje posleakcenatskih dužina sve do tamoš-
njeg specifičnog prenošenja (jȁgodē >jagodȇ)” (Ivić 1966: 376). The situation Ivić has 
in mind here has been described most completely for the dialect of Virje (Fancev 
1907, cf. also Šojat’s description in Herman 1973: 73f.). If Ivić were right, some seri-
ous difficulties would have to be faced. However, Fancev (followed by Ivšić 1936: 84) 
has clearly demonstrated that the accentuation of jagodȇ is analogical. He reconstructs 
the following chain of events:  

(1) Retraction of the ictus from final syllables containing a short vowel (Fancev o.c. 
341). 

(2) The development of a rule according to which the ictus can fall only on one of the 
last two syllables of the phonological word (including clitics), cf. *jȁgoda > 
jagȍda, *zemȉ mu ga > zemi mȕ ga (o.c. 339) ‘take it from him’, cf. o.c. 338-46 and 
passim. 

(3) Generalization of final stress in all case forms that at this moment had final stress 
in “type b” or “type c”. All āstem nouns, for instance, have end-stress in the gen. 
sg. in ȇ, ins. sg. in ȏm, dat. pl. in ȃom and loc. pl. in -ȃoj, cf. nogȇ, nogȏm, nogȃom, 
nogȃoj ‘foot, leg’, kravȇ, kravȏm, kravȃom, kravȃoj ‘cow’, jabokȇ, jabokȏm, jabokȃom, 
jabokȃoj ‘apple’ (all examples o.c. 359; I have slightly simplified Fancev’s transcrip-
tion). 

For this chronology to explain all the facts the following has to be taken into account:  

                                                 
47 This generalization is normal in Bednja, as it is in Slovene, cf. zȏjec (296, 327-8) ‘hare’ alongside (once) 
zȍjec (288), tergyevec (296, 322) ‘merchant’, etc. 
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(a) Prior to (1) short vowels must have been lengthened before syllable-final|374| m 
and j, otherwise there would be no explanation for the final stress in nogȃom, 
nogȃoj, cf. also volȏm (o.c. 364) ‘ox’ (dat. pl.). The development *ah > *aj in the 
loc. pl. of āstems in its turn antedates the lengthening; this change is widespread 
in kajkavian, cf. Bednja rōūkȍj, žȍboj (both examples 300). Lengthening of short 
vowels before syllable-final l, ļ, r, m, n, ń, v and j (Fancev o.c. 353) is an innova-
tion the Virje dialect shares with Posavian (Ivšić 1913: 153). 

(b) The shortening of posttonic long vowels must have preceded (2). Fancev rightly 
argues that if it did not, there would be no explanation for the fact that the 
stressed vowel is short in forms like na glȁvo (o.c. 346) ‘onto the head’ < *nȁ 
glavo < *nȁ glāvo.48 

4.2 Deviant cases 

Although the cases in which neocircumflex occurs are to a large extent the same in 
Slovene and kajkavian, there are a few differences, e.g.:  

(1) The ins. pl. ending of āstems. Bednja has no neocircumflex, Slovene has, cf. Bed-
nja rukȕmi ‘hand’, ženȕmi ‘wife’, storešēīnȕmi ‘chief’ (all examples 300), Slovene 
gorȃmi ‘mountain’. This can be explained by the existence, in late Proto-Slavonic, 
of two different endings, viz. *àmī (type b) and *àmi (type c), of which Slovene 
generalized the first and the Bednja dialect the second (cf. Kortlandt 1975: 51). In 
the kajkavian dialect of Prodindol both endings still occur side by side, although 
the original distribution appears to have been lost, cf. iglȃmi (Rožić I: 128) ‘nee-
dle’, rukȃmi (I: 132) ‘hand’ vs. sestràmi ‘sister’, stenàmi (I: 131) ‘rock’, petàmi (I: 
132) ‘heel’ (unfortunately these are the only examples Rožić gives). 

(2) The infinitive of stem-stressed verbs in *nǫti. Bednja has neocircumflex, Slovene 
has not, cf. Bednja dȇignuti (313) ‘to lift’, Slovene dvígniti. The difference may be 
connected with the fact that Slovene has an analogical ending, cf. also the long 
vowel in Bednja spemenũti (314) ‘to mention’ (and a few other verbs in nũti, ib.) 
and the optional retraction in petãgnuti (ib.) ‘to draw, pull’, alongside petāgnȕti 
(ib.), with stress on the ending and a short u. The lparticiple has a short vowel, 
dȉgnul, dȉgnule (313), petāgnȕl, petāgnȕle (314). Stem-stressed verbs show the same 
pattern in the dialect of Prodindol, e.g. pȃrnati ‘to die’, pȁrnal, pàrnalo (Rožić III: 
71). 

(3) The present tense of verbs in yvȍti, e.g. glodyvȍti (319) ‘to be hungry’, glody̏jam 
(ib.) ‘I am hungry’, kypyvȍti (ib.) ‘to buy’, kypy̏jam (285) ‘I am buying’,49 against 
Slovene kupȗjem, and also Prodindol kaštigȗjem (Rožić III: 102) ‘1 am punishing’. 
This difference is undoubtedly connected |375| with the fact that the eendings of 

                                                 
48 In his clear understanding of chronological relationships Fancev was much ahead of his time. There is 
no justification for Junković’s sharp attack on Fancev’s treatment of the accentual system of the Virje 
dialect (1972: 19). 
49 Junković does not believe in the correctness of the form kypy̏jam, without, however, giving reasons for 
this opinion (1959: 192). 
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the verb occurred both long and short in the last phase of Proto-Slavonic, as a 
consequence of van Wijk’s law, Stang’s law, and various other developments. The 
contrast of Bednja y̏jam and Prodindol ȗjem is the kajkavian equivalent of the 
capricious distribution of long, short and mixed eendings in čakavian. Short end-
ings are directly attested in Prodindol mrȅm, mrȅš (Rožić III: 66) ‘I, you die’. 

4.3 Prodindol ȍblak 

In Prodindol short falling vowels do not seem to have been lengthened, cf. ȍbad 
(Rožić I: 81, 106) ‘gad-fly’, ȍblak (I: 81, 91, 95, 106) ‘cloud’, gȍlub (I: 81, 106) ‘dove’, 
pòjstat (I: 90)/pȍstat (II: 123) ‘small strip of land’, pȅrut (II: 123) ‘feather’, zàprl (III: 
66) ‘having shut’, pòčel (ib.) ‘having started’, bòjal (se) (III: 76) ‘having feared’, nàpit 
(III: 67) ‘having been drunk’, nèfta (I: 74)/nèkta (I: 74) ‘finger-nail’ (gen. sg.), etc. 
There are several explanations, none of which is in all respects satisfactory:  

(1) Neocircumflex may have been regular, as in Bednja, but a short vowel may have 
been restored in mobile paradigms on the analogy of the end-stressed forms. This 
works well in the case of nèfta, which must have had a short vowel in, e.g., the 
nom. sg. *nȍkъt and the loc. pl. *noktẽḥ and a long one in, say, the gen. sg. *nȏkta. 
In most of the other examples it is not very plausible. In forms like loc. pl. 
*golōḅẽḥ, fem. sg. *bojālȁ the vowel of the first syllable can hardly have been dis-
tinctively short, so that there was no alternation that could be removed by replac-
ing *gȏlọb, *bȏjal with *gȍlọb, *bȍjal. 

(2) Compensatory lengthening may have occurred at a moment when the tone dis-
tinction had not yet been lost in short vowels and may have affected only short 
rising vowels, possibly because short vowels were still quantitatively neutral in 
the relevant positions. This is possible, but it is strange that lengthening of a rising 
vowel would yield a falling one. 

(3) The rise of the neocircumflex may have been posterior to the loss of the tone op-
positions in short vowels, but some difference in the treatment of posttonic long 
vowels and medial jers may have arisen prior to the merger. In particular one may 
suppose that posttonic lengths and medial weak jers had been lost after a falling 
but retained after a rising vowel: *nȍkta vs. *pràvъda, *nȁpit vs. *slàbī, yielding 
*nȍkta, *prȁvъda, *nȁpit, *slȁbī at a moment prior to the rise of the neocircumflex. 

4.4 Ivšić’s retraction 

The rise of the neocircumflex was followed by a phonetic retraction from a long fal-
ling vowel onto the preceding syllable if the latter contained |376| a long vowel, cf. 
zõbovo (301) ‘amusement’ < *zābȃva < *zābȁvā. A few other examples: prĩprovo 
(301) ‘preparation, cooking’, prĩsego (301) ‘oath’, výtrebo (290) ‘intestines, entrails’,50 
nõhiža (299) ‘attic’, Zõgerja (299) ‘Zagorje’ (top.), prĩevednjok (296) ‘leader of the 
wedding-guests’, sũsedi (312) ‘neighbour’ (ins. pl.), zĩbolo (311) ‘having rocked’ (fem. 

                                                 
50 The form výtrebo is strange; one expects *vũtrebo. 
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sg.), skẽrbelo (314) ‘having cared’ (fem. sg.), brũnilo (316) ‘having defended’ (fem. 
sg.), lĩzolo (318) ‘having licked’ (fem. sg.), kõzolo (sa) (325) ‘having seemed, appeared’ 
(fem. sg.), etc. 

The ictus was not retracted if the preceding syllable contained a short vowel, cf. 
večȃrjo (294, 301) ‘dinner’, člevȋeči (294) ‘human’, lesȇiči (294) ‘pertaining to a fox’, 
pehȇištve (299) ‘furniture’, pedgyerja (299) ‘piece of land at the foot of a mountain’, 
pesȏudo (289, 301) ‘vessel’, esvyero (301) ‘pericardium’, spedyebo (301) ‘picture’, 
želȏudec (296) ‘stomach’, eplȃčok (296) ‘piece of clothing’, begȃotstve (299) ‘wealth’, 
petyeki (295) ‘brook’ (ins. pl.), etc.51 

There are three groups of examples in which we find retraction onto a syllable con-
taining a short vowel:  

(1) The fem. sg. of the lparticiple of verbs with stress retraction in the present tense, 
cf. zoklȁnulo (314) ‘having locked up’, sȅlilo (315) ‘having salted’, kȅpolo (316) 
‘having dug’, lȍgolo (318) ‘having told lies’, glody̏volo (319) ‘having suffered hun-
ger’. This is clearly due to the influence of those verbs in which retraction was 
regular, cf. petãgnulo, kýrilo, etc. The analogy has not reached letȋelo (311, 14) 
‘having flown’ (which has end-stress in the present tense), despite the presence of 
a model in skẽrbelo from skērbȅti, skerbĩm (314). 

(2) A few prefixal derivations in o, e.g. pýedlego (301) ‘basis, support’, pýetreba (301) 
‘need’, on the analogy of zõbovo. This analogy may have worked before or after 
the retraction. 

(3) The plural of a number of trisyllabic neuter nouns, cf. kýeleno (299) ‘knee’, pýeleno 
(ib.) ‘log’, kýepito (ib.) ‘hoof’, kýerito (286) ‘trough’, the nom./acc. pl. of kelȅne, 
pelȅne, kepȉte (299), kerȉte (286, 99). These forms are difficult to explain. They 
may show generalization of the accent of the gen. pl. *kõlẹn < *kuò̯lěnъ, cf. štok. 
kȍljēnā, Susak kõlen (Hamm, Hraste and Guberina 1956: 108). 

The ins. sg. of storešēīnȍ (288, 300, 21) ‘chief’ is storešĩnu (300), obviously due to the 
same retraction as zõbovo and going back to a form *starěšīnǫ̑, with the “type b” end-
ing *òjǫ, as distinct from rukũ (ib.) ‘hand’ (ins. sg.), with the “type c” ending *ojǫ̀ 
(Stang 1957: 62). The Bednja dialect is very archaic in having retained the opposition 
between both endings, cf. also the two different gen. sg. endings storešēīnȁ (300) vs. 
rukã (ib.). In the |377| ins. sg. of *ženȁ no retraction has taken place (because of the 
quantity of the stem-vowel), and it has taken over the “type c” endings ženã (ib.) (gen. 
sg.), ženũ (ib.) (ins. sg.). 

University of Amsterdam  

                                                 
51 This retraction was first described by Ivšić 1937: 188. It is general in kajkavian, or at least very wide-
spread. Forms like Virje vūtrȍba (Fancev 1907 : 355) show that it preceded the rise of the Virje “Zweisil-
bengesetz”, cf. above, section 4.1. 
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